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ABSTRACT
With the advent of desktop color scanners in the electronic prepress production environ
ment, quality in color separations from transmissive originals has become erratic. The cause
of this fluctuation is, in part, due to the transition from PMT to CCD-based scanning tech
nology. Whereas, PMT scanners tend to have a broad dynamic range, that ofCCD scanners
is more limited. This characteristic adversely affects the quality of color separations by caus
ing additional tone compression.
An original transparency typically has a shadow density of3.00 and a diffused highlight
density of 0.30 for an overall density range of 2.70. On a four-color heatset web press with
coated stock, the maximum reproducible tonal range corresponds to a density of 1.80. The
difference in density of 0.90 between the original and the press sheet is unable to fit through
the printing window unless it undergoes considerable tone compression.
This project was based on two hypotheses. The first was that the lower the tonal range
of a transmissive original the more readily lower-midtone-to-shadow tonality could be
retained in the separations produced by a CCD scanner and related equipment. The second
was that exposure latitude in the separations would decrease with increasing tonal range.
The first stage of production was to produce twelve test transparencies by photograph
ing a still life set to four tonal ranges: 3.5, 4.5, 5.5, and 6.5 f/stops. Within each range, three
images were selected to represent normal exposure, 1/2 f/stop overexposure, and 1/2 f/stop
underexposure. Comparison of halftone proofs, made from separations of the normally-
exposed transparencies, were later used for the first hypothesis. Proofs from the 1/2 f/stop
over- and 1/2 f/stop underexposures were compared with the normal exposures to test the
second hypothesis.
vm
The twelve test transparencies were first scanned on the Dainippon Screen SG-608 to
produce a set of best-of-kind reference separations and halftone proofs. Next, the trans
parencies were scanned on two midrange 12-bit CCD scanners, one a Pixelcraft CIS
4520RS, the other an Agfa Horizon. Separations for both were produced with Color Access
1.3.3 software on a Macintosh Quadra 700 computer, linked to an Agfa SelectSet 5000
imagesetter via an Agfa 5000PS Star Plus RIP. The image files were placed in an 8 1/2" X
11" QuarkXPress page with a 20% gray surround prior to output.
Halftone proofs were produced with the Fuji Color Art proofing system, then viewed
under 5000 Kelvin lighting. Three methods were used for comparison: visual evaluation by
the author, densitometric measurement, and evaluation by 32 independent judges. Only
proofs from the two CCD scanners were shown to the judges. Proofs from the SG-608, of
noticeably higher quality, were used for reference.
The four proofs from separations produced by normally-exposed originals were used to
examine the first hypothesis. Two groups ofproofs, one for each scanner, were ranked by the
judges according to best-to-worst rendition of lower-midtone-to-shadow detail. The rank
ings for both groups placed the 3.5 f/stop tonal ranges first, 4.5 f/stop second, 5.5 f/stop
third, and 6.5 f/stop fourth. Visual evaluation by the author ranked the proofs in the same
order, establishing a 100% correlation.
Increases in density range were also expected to follow the 3.5 to 6.5 f/stop ranking.
But actual measurements showed increases in density to 4.5 f/stops, then a pronounced drop
of 0.25 or greater for the 5.5 and 6.5 f/stop ranges. This demonstated that the higher tonal
ranges exceeded the capacity of the CCDs to make a full response, indicating that limited
dynamic range was causing abrupt increases in tone compression.
To determine the validity of the second hypothesis, the judges examined two groups of
twelve proofs each, corresponding to the separations for normal, 1/2 f/stop over- and 1/2
f/stop underexposed originals within each of the four tonal ranges. For the Agfa Horizon,
the rankings were 3.5 f/stop tonal range first, 4.5 f/stop second, 5.5 f/stop third, and 6.5
rx
f/stop fourth. With the Pixelcraft CIS 4520RS, the rankings were 3.5 f/stop first, 6.5 f/stop
second, 5.5 f/stop third, and 6.5 f/stop fourth.
The misranking of the 6.5 f/stop range in second place indicated the difficulty the
judges experienced in distinguishing between higher tonal ranges due to the increasing
effects of tone compression. Again, densitometric measurements did not support the rank
ings of the judges or the author because the densitometer could not distinguish between
small tonal range differences due to good exposure latitude and those differences due to
blocked shadow tonality resulting from tone compression.
A procedure was devised for mathematical assessment of tonal range differences. Using
the change in density between adjacent tonal ranges, a value was derived which could be
expressed as a fraction of the inital 1 f/stop difference between ranges ( 1 f/stop = 0.30 den
sity units). For example, the 3.5 f/stop normal exposure for the Agfa Horizon had a tonal
range of 1.73 and the 4.5 f/stop normal exposure had a tonal range of 2.02. The change
from 3.5 to 4.5 f/stops is +0.29. Expressed as a percentage, 0.29 -0.30 = 97%. This value
showed that the scanner made a nearly complete response in translating tonal range differ
ences in the original transparency to tonal range differences in the separations. Further
refinement of these calculations is needed to reflect differences in gamma and tone compres
sion between the original transparencies and the halftone proofs.
The findings of this study demonstrate that optimal results from a CCD or PMT scan
ner can only be obtained if the tonal range of the original scene is less than 4.5 f/stops.
When the 4.5 f/stop range was exceeded, the CCD scanners responded with an immediate
deterioration of lower-midtone-to-shadow tonality. In comparison, PMT scanner displayed
a more gradual degradation of lower-midtone-to-shadow tonality, in keeping with its greater
dynamic range.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
Statement of the Problem
With the advent of desktop color scanners in the electronic prepress production environ
ment, the quality of color separations from transmissive originals has become erratic. The
cause of this flucuation is, in part, due to the transition from PMT to CCD-based scanning
technology. Whereas, PMT scanners tend to have a broad dynamic range, that of CCD
scanners is more limited. This characteristic adversely affects the quality of color separations
by causing additional tone compression.
A possible solution to the dynamic range problems posed by CCD technology1, is to
limit the tonal range of the original transparencies intended for scanning and color separa
tion. The technique ofproducing photographs with controlled tonal ranges is referred to as
measured photography. It encompasses the idea of reverse engineering from the press sheet
so that the maximum density range which can be reproduced on an offset lithographic print
ing press becomes the reference to which the original photographs are produced.
In the case of four-color heatset web printing on coated stock, the maximum repro
ducible tonal range is generally acknowledged as corresponding to a density of 1.8.2 On a
press sheet, a reflection densitometer might read 0.10 at the 5% dot placement and 1.9 at
the 95% dot placement in the darkest shadows. In comparison, a typical transparency has a
diffused highlight value of 0.30 and a shadow value of 3.00 for an overall density range of
2.70.1
If the density range of the press sheet, 1.80, is subtracted from the density range of the
transparency, 2.70 a difference of 0.90 results. This excess density is unable to fit through
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the printing window of 1.80. The result is pronounced tone compression in the trans
parencywhich precludes an accurate reproduction on the press sheet.
The purpose of this thesis project is to study how differences in the tonal ranges of
original transparencies influence the quality of scans and color separations produced from
them. Since, the differences in dynamic range between PMT and CCD scanners appear to
be an important factor in the quality of color separations made for reproduction, this pro
ject will include two midrange CCD scanners for evaluation in relation to a PMT scanner
serving as a high-end reference.
The first stage of the project will be the production of a set of test transparencies with
controlled tonal ranges. The lighting on a still life set will be adjusted in one f/stop incre
ments from a low range of 3.0 f/stops to a high range of 6.0 f/stops, as measured with a
reflected spotmeter. The tonal range for a given transparency will be calculated as the dis
tance in f/stops from the brightest diffused highlight to the darkest shadow with detail.
Beginning with the Screen SG-608, test transparencies corresponding to each of the
four tonal ranges will be scanned and output as color separation negatives. From the separa
tions, halftone proofs will be produced for subsequent evaluation. After the reference proofs
have been made, the same set of test transparencies will be scanned on the Pixelcraft CIS
4520RS and the Agfa Horizon, both 12-bit, flatbed CCD scanners. Because of the compo
nent nature ofdesktop scanners, additional equipment will be needed to produce color sep
arations. The list includes a Macintosh Quadra 700 computer running Color Access 1.3.3
software for production of the CMYK separation files, QuarkXPress software for production
of 8 1/2" x
11"
pages containing the image files, and an Agfa 5000PS Star Plus raster image
processor linked to an Agfa SelectSet 5000 imagesetter for outputting the separations.
After proofs have been made from the separations produced by the CCD scanners, an
evaluation of tonal range parameters will be conducted under controlled viewing conditions.
In addition to visual analysis and densitometric measurement by the author, the proofs will
also be evaluated and ranked from best to worst by an independent group of judges.
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ENDNOTES
'Field, Gary G. Color Scanning and Imaging Systems. GraphicArts Technical Foundation.
1990. p. 30.
2Koch, Hans. Lokes, Dave. Newby, Cal. Measuring Photographyfor OffsetReproduction.
Quadgraphics, Black Box Corporation, Sinar. 1987. p. 2.
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CHAPTER 2: BACKGROUND & THEORY
The Roots ofMeasured Photography
Competent photographers long ago realized the importance of controlling tonal range in
order to preserve highlight and shadow detail in their images. Initially this was done by
locally manipulating the intensity of the light source during the process ofmaking a print
from a negative. This technique is called "dodging and burning".With negative-working
materials a dodge decreases the duration of the exposure and has the effect ofdecreasing
density on the print. A burn increases the duration of the exposure and increases the density
on the print. In practice, dodging is used to retain shadow detail and burning is used to
retain highlight detail. With positive-working materials such as Cibachrome prints from
transparencies, the effects ofdodging and burning are exactly opposite.
A more sophisticated solution to the problem of controlling tonal range was proposed
by Ansel Adams in the late 1930s and refined over the course of his career as a black and
white landscape photographer. Adam's Zone System is a method of controlling tonal range
in the negative by compensating with adjustments in exposure and development. This
involves exposure for the shadows and development for the highlights, and a combination of
both exposure and development to control higher densities in the negative.1
In the context of four-color offset lithography, tonal range control is again the primary
issue. If the tonal range of the original photograph gready exceeds the reproduction range of
an offset press, the press sheet will display pronounced tone compression and fall short of
being an accurate reproduction of the original. By utilizing measured photography, the
tonal range of the original photograph is adjusted to yield the optimum reproduction on
the press sheet.
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Refinements in printing technology, which raise the level ofproduct quality and consis
tency, make the shortcomings of mediocre photography increasingly more apparent to
graphic arts professionals. Excessive contrast on the press sheet results in ink plugging the
shadow areas and obscuring detail. Insufficient contrast yields reproductions which appear
flat and two-dimensional and fail to attract the viewer's interest.
Reasons for Interest in the Study
Drawing on his years of experience as a freelance photographer, the author recognizes the
mindset of colleagues who tend to view their transparencies as an end product, rather than
an intermediate step in the prepress production cycle. This orientation disposes photogra
phers toward lighting their photographs to produce the maximum tonal range which can be
held by the transparency film.
The primary reason this occurs is that most studio photographers light their sets from a
starting point ofhigh contrast as produced by a single key light in a dimly lit studio environ
ment. As the lighting is refined, fill lights and accent lights may be added to lower the con
trast ratio and increase surface detail in important areas of the product. On small tabletop
sets often white or silver fill cards are used in place of additional light sources. These are
positioned to catch and reflect illumination from the key light and direct it into areas of the
product which are too dark, thereby decreasing the contrast ratio.
If the photographer is working with electronic flash, he will evaluate these lighting
refinements by periodically shooting a Polaroid test shot. Otherwise, the cumulative effect
of the lighting can only be judged by interpreting f/stop readings from a flashmeter. To clar
ify this point, consider that the intensity of flash illumination is what determines the film
exposure. It can not be evaluated by the human eye, thus Polaroid film is an essential tool.
Note, that if the photographer uses tungsten lighting, the need for Polaroid tests is lessened.
Because it is a continuous light source, the effects of tungsten lighting are visible and can be
evaluated with a practiced eye.
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Since Polaroid designed its professional films to be used for proofing purposes, as just
explained, it follows that they are equipped with tonal ranges which approximate the range
of transparency films that the photographer exposes as an end product. For example, when
Kodak introduced its 4x5 sheet film, Ektachrome 100+, rated at ASA 100, Polaroid fol
lowed suit by introducing Polaroid Type 54, also rated at ASA 100. These two films work
well together because their tonal range characteristics are very similar and there is no need to
recalculateASA ratings.
The importance of the Polaroid tonal range is that, by default, it is the photographer's
guide to determining when a photograph is correcdy lit. If shadow and highlight detail is
correctly rendered on the Polaroid, then the photographer knows from experience that the
same rendition will hold true on the transparency film. These shared traits between Polaroid
and transparency films are so consistent that often studio photographers find it unnecessary
to use a lightmeter.
Since many transparency films are designed with a contrast range of 5 f/stops from
highlight with detail to shadow with detail2, Polaroid has found it advantageous to offer
their films with a similar range. For this reason, many studio photographers unknowingly
light their photographs to a contrast range of 5 f/stops. The result on the art director's light
table is transparencies with perfect highlight and shadow detail, which utilize the full con
trast range for which they were designed. However, when these images are reproduced by
offset lithography, the 5 f/stop range is too great to fit through the printing window and
substantial tone compression
occurs.2
A Brief History of Electronic Color Separation
For a device which utilizes highly-refined electronic technology, the roots of the color elec
tronic scanner date back surprisingly far in communications history. The first invention
which established a foundation for scanning development was the photo-transmission sys
tem patented by an Englishman, Alexander Bain in 1843. A device using selenium photo
electric cells was used for the first practical transmission of images in 1902 by Arthur Korn,
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a German physicist. Building on Korn's theories, American Telephone and Telegraph intro
duced the first wire photo service to the United Sates in 1925.3
Alexander Murray and Richard Morse were first to receive a patent for a color-separa
tion scanning device. Using a conventional engineering lathe, they built the first drum scan
ner in 1937 at Kodak Research Laboratories. A decade later in 1947, Time Inc. acquired the
prototype from Kodak and proceeded to refine it. In 1949, Time hired the Austin Company
to build what became the first workable scanner. Not long after, Hall and Ross at Printing
Developments Inc. (PDI) finished work on the Model H-R scanner, introduced in 1950.4
Early scanners utilized vacuum tube technology which generated prodigous amounts ofheat
and required warm-up periods ofup to two hours. Typically, another two hours were needed
to produce a set of continuous tone color separations which could be made only to 100 per
cent of original size. In spite of these limitations, Time had installed six H-R scanners by
August, 1950.5
Since letterpress was the dominant printing process of the era, a related field of endeavor
during the 1940s was electronic engraving ofmetal plates. Fairchild Camera and Instrument
Corp. introduced their Photoelectric Engraver in 1949. It used a lathe arrangement similar
to the PDI scanner, but the image dots were burned into plastic with a red-hot stylus.
Within a few years, Fairchild made an enlarging and reducing machine called the
Scan-A-
Sizer that used a cylindrical plate holder capable of 120 line-screen, black and white output.6
Dr. Ing RudolfHell's Klischograph had similar features, but used a hardened steel stylus to
engrave plastic or metal letterpress plates. Black and white machines were introduced in
1953 and color models followed soon after. The Vario Klischograph featured enlargement
and reduction
capabilities.7 These machines introduced electronics to the printing business
and foretold the development ofmore sophisticated electronic scanners.
Since the introduction of the first color separation scanner, many technological advances
have been incorporated into recent designs. These include equipment flexibility which
accommodates a wider variety of originals, increased consistency and predictability in the
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separations, and greater ease of use. Energetic research and development efforts by a handful
of companies have created a thriving market for color separation scanning over a span of 20
years. These manufacturers include Crosfield Electronics, Dainippon Screen, the Hell Co.,
Royal Zenith Corp., Eikonix-Kodak, and Scitex America Corp.8
The first step in executing a scan on a high-end color separation scanner is to mount
the original transparency or reflection copy on the scanning drum. On the output side of
the machine, a sheet of high contrast scanner film is positioned on the recording drum. As
the scanner drum rotates at 1200 r.p.m., a small spot of light is transmitted or reflected off
the original. It scans a fine line of copy during each revolution of the drum, moving pre
cisely one line width in a spiral pattern until the entire image has been scanned. Light from
each spot on the scanned copy is transmitted to the scanning head where a beam splitter
divides it into four parts. Three are used for the red, green, and blue channels, while the
fourth becomes the unsharp masking signal. The three channels each travel through a color
separation filter before being focused on a PMT which converts RGB into electrical
impulses. These "uncorrected color separation
signals"
are then sent to the color computer
where corrections are made to accommodate printing conditions. Next the scaling computer
sizes the reproductions for output on the recording drum by expanding or compressing the
signals in circumferential and axial directions in accordance with the specified degree of
enlargement or
reduction.'
If the output from the color computer is continuous, it is termed an analog device
since the signal cannot be electronically expanded or compressed. Limited mechanical
enlargement is facilitated by changing the circumference ratio of input to output drums.
For electronic screening the digital signals are fed directly to the dot generator. However,
most scanners use an analog-to-digital converter so that digitized signals can be stored in
short-term memory. An exposing pulse retrieves these image signals and plays them back
over the exposing drum at slower speed for enlargement or faster speed for reduction. To
change scale in the axial direction speed ratios are varied between exposing and scanning
heads. For instance, the scanning head would move half the speed of the exposing head for a
200% enlargement, or twice the speed of the exposing head for a 50%
reduction.10
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Photomultiplier Tubes
The most common photomultiplier (PMT) used in high-end scanners is a kind of vacuum
tube photoelectric cell that creates a signal multiplication effect within the cell itself When
light strikes a photoemissive material, known as the photo cathode, a stream of electrons is
emitted. The electron stream is routed to a secondary electron-emitting electrode, called the
"target electrode", which is maintained at a positive potential in relation to the cathode.
Secondary electrons are emitted by the target electrode and routed toward another target
electrode and so on, until the accumulated electrons have undergone several stages of ampli
fication. After this process, the electrons are collected at the anode of the photomultiplier.
Photomultiplier's occasionally have problems recording detail in very dark shadows, due to a
weak initial stream ofelectrons of similar intensity to the noise level of the device.11
Charge-Coupled Devices
A charge-coupled device (CCD) is a semiconductor or a solid state device. One layer of a
CCD consists of a layer of overlapping metallic electrodes and a second silicon crystal. The
intensity of light reflected from or transmitted through the original is recorded by the elec
trode network. When a photon of light strikes an electrode, it pairs with an electron from
the silicon and creates a gap in the crystalline structure of the silicon molecules. The elec
trons are conveyed along electron-conducting channels submerged within the device
through changing zones of high and low electrical potential. When the electrons reach an
output register, they are conveyed in
"packets" (one packet per pixel) perpendicular to their
initial direction of travel. Along the output shift register, the electrons travel to an amplifier
where the charge of each pixel is measured. The final measure indicates the light intensity in
each pixel. The technique ofmoving the electron charge is referred to as
charge-coupling.12
One advantage of using CCDs over PMTs is their inherent stability. Technically,
CCDs are more sensitive than PMTs, but PMT signals are substantially ampified whereas
CCD signals are not. This characteristic gives PMT scanners a higher dynamic range in rela
tion to CCD scanners. CCD-scanned originals frequendy have poor shadow reproduction
due to their restricted dynamic range.13
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The primary limitation with linear CCD arrays is that their resolution is restricted by
the size of the electrodes used to record the image. The width of a first level electrode is
about 5 microns (1/25 the diameter ofa human hair). Typically CCDs are manufactured to
sizes of 2,048 or 4,096 elements, although newer designs may have 7,000 elements.
Recorded image resolution may be adjusted by focusing the array over shorter or longer dis
tances with variable focal-length lenses. For example, a 2,048-element array will give a
higher frequency sampling per unit width when focused over a 35mm transparency , than if
focused over the same dimension of a 4X5 transparency. The enlargement ratio determines
the necessary sampling
width.14
Background on the Pixelcraft CIS 4520RS
The Barneyscan CIS 3515 was the first high quality scanner that could accept mounted
slides as an input source. With a selling price just under $10,000, it created considerable
interest when introduced in 1987 at the Desktop Publishing Conference in Santa Clara, CA.
Only the year before, Howard Barney, one of the engineers who developed the original
Dunn film recorder, decided to start his own company for the purpose of designing and
marketing a low cost CCD slide scanner. Within a short time after the introduction of the
Barneyscan CIS 3515, the idea had taken hold with other manufacturers and before long
Eikonix, Howtek, and Nikon had introduced their own CCD slide
scanners.15
The Pixelcraft CIS 4520RS is an up-scale version of the CIS 3515, with a scanning resolu
tion of 2000 dpi at 12 bits per pixel. It utilizes a linear CCD array which makes three passes
over the image, one each for red, blue, and green. Preview mode for the scanner is gray scale
only, with 9 minutes required to scan a 35mm slide at 1000 dpi. While this is a snail-like
pace relative to current standards, the CIS 4520RS does its scanning off-line, without rely
ing on a Macintosh computer. This leaves the operator free to set-up another image while
scanning the first one, thus improving the
thruput.16
Packaged with the Barneyscan CIS 4520RS is separation software by Color Access. As the
Seybold Report on Desktop Publishing describes it: "Barneyscan's thorough understanding
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of the print process is further demonstrated by its Color Access separation software,
included with the scanner. It produces far better separations than those made in Adobe
Photoshop. The Color Access separations produced a lighter black plate, resulting in better
shadow detail, and handled saturated reds much better than Photoshop."17
In a CCD scanner comparison test, MacUser characterized the Barneyscan CIS 4520RS as
having a narrow color gamut, but one that is none-the-less well-balanced. In comparison
with the Leaf 35 and 45, the Nikon LS 3510AF, and the Microtek Scanmate 1850, it was
found to produce the most accurate color rendition.18 The primary limitation of the CIS
4520RS is its relatively low resolution of 2000 dpi. This constrains the output reproduction
size to 8x10 inches. In the October 1, 1992 issue of the Seybold Report on Desktop
Publishing, the narrow color gamut of the CIS 4520RS is cited as making
it" less than ideal
for those who want to send the images out to a film recorder to make chromalines-the
dynamic range of the scanner engine just isn't sufficient."19
Background on theAgfa Horizon
The Horizon, a midrange, flatbed scanner from Agfa, was introduced at the Gutenberg
Festival in Long Beach, CA in 1992. It features a 15,000 element CCD area array composed
of three 5,000 CCD arrays which are optically butted with a proprietary technique to give
an optical resolution of 1,200 x 1,200 dpi over the full scan width. The extra large scan area
measures 11.7 x 16.5 inches for reflective originals and 8 x 15 inches for transmissive origi
nals. Electronic zooming permits a range of resolutions for line art from 20 to 2400
dpi.20
The sampling ratio for color originals is 12 bits per pixel per color, whereas gray-scale scans
are carried out at 10 bits per pixel. The dynamic range of transmissive originals is boosted by
a nonlinear amplifier to a density range of 3.0 Dmax. Color look-up tables convert pixel
data to 10, 8, or single bits determined by the scanner driver application. In scanner mode
the Horizon puts out RGB data, but an upgrade module is available to provide CMYK con
versions.21
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The scanner driver software incorporates two new features unique to the Horizon. The
first is built-in unsharp masking, which is performed on the fly according to six filter levels
made while setting up the scan. Second is the ability to set independent white points and
black points for highlight and shadow detail during the prescan operation, prior to the final
For this project, the set of test transparencies shot to controlled contrast ranges will also
be scanned on the Agfa Horizon to provide a second set of test data. In contrast to the
Barneyscan CIS 4520RS, which has a reputation for producing accurate high-quality scans
from transparencies, the Agfa Horizon during its brief stay in the Integrated Electronic
Prepress Lab at RI.T., has achieved recognition for its unusually poor scans from trans
parencies. The author suspects that this distinction is undeserved. In the Seybold Special
Report covering the 1993 Boston convention, a test of midrange color scanners includes
four-color images scanned on the Horizon which show it to be of similar quality to its com
petitors.22
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CHAPTER 3: HYPOTHESIS
While there is widespread acknowlegement among graphic arts professionals that CCD
scanners lack the broad dynamic range of their PMT counterparts,1 improvements in CCD
performance have generally been directed at methods of increasing signal-to-noise ratio, or
adjusting filtration strategies to achieve a more linear response to the visible spectrum. This
thesis project proposed to study another approach to improving CCD scanner performance
based on changes to the original copy, rather than the scanner itself.
Since CCD scanners have a more limited dynamic range, it seemed likely that they
would have trouble scanning images with wide tonal ranges. The initial stage of the study,
proposed by this author, was to utilize measured photography for producing a series of origi
nal transparencies with specific tonal ranges. Using a reflected spotmeter with a one degree
angle of acceptance, the tonal values in the original scene, in this case a still life, could be
controlled through careful placement of highlight and shadow values. As a reference point,
the brightest highlight with detail, or diffused highlight, would be maintained at a constant
reflection brightness value, measured in tenths of an f/stop. At the opposite end of the
range, the darkest shadow with detail would be changed in one f/stop increments to achieve
tonal ranges of3.0, 4.0, 5.0, and 6.0 f/stops.
In addition to normal exposures for each tonal range, over and underexposures would
also be produced in an effort to examine the parameter of exposure latitude and how it is
affected by changes in tonal range. In total the exposures made on the still life scene would
include 20 sheets of 4X5 transparency film. Five exposures were to be made for each tonal
range, including a normal exposure, a half-f/stop over and underexposure, plus a full-f/stop
over and underexposure. This combination of exposures would also make it possible to edit
the original 20 transparencies down to 12 while allowing for a half-f/stop variation in expo-
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sure, if necessary. Once the film had been processed, this set of measured transparencies
could be used to evaluate the performance of selected CCD scanners, in terms of their abil
ity to render varying tonal ranges. In addition to testing two CCD scanners, a PMT scanner
would also be used as a high-end reference to demonstrate the best-of-kind results achiev
able with current state-of-the-art equipment. The scanner chosen for this purpose was the
Dainippon Screen SG-608.
Of the two CCD scanners chosen for this project, the Pixelcraft CIS 4520RS was
noted for its excellent performance.2 As one of the first mid-range CCD scanners on the
market, it was a pioneer in this most recent niche. The Agfa Horizon was chosen as the sec
ond CCD scanner.3 It was a newcomer to the marketplace with few followers and unproven
performance. Although comparisons between scanners were not the primary objective of
this study, the author decided that using two scanners, instead of one, would lend further
credibility to the results, providing theywere in agreement.
Stated in concise terms, the hypothesis of this thesis project was that the lower the tonal
range of the original transparency, the more readily highlight and shadow detail could be
retained in the separations produced by a CCD scanner, linked to a Macintosh Quadra 700
computer, running Color Access software and output to an Agfa
5000PS Star Plus raster
image processor, interfaced with anAgfa SelectSet 5000 imagesetter.
The second part of the hypothesis concerned the one-half f/stop over- and underex
posed transparencies and how well their scans would separate and reproduce, in relation to
those of the normal exposure. Good exposure latitude would be indicated by small differ
ences in tonal rendition and poor latitude would be shown by large differences. The hypoth
esis pertaining to exposure latitude was that it
would decrease with increasing tonal range.
The author expected that the 3 f/stop tonal range would show the best latitude and the 6
f/stop tonal range would show the worst. Assessments of exposure latitude
would be based
on comparison ofhalftone proofs made from the color separations.
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CHAPTER 4: METHODOLOGY
Production of Test Transparencies
The first stage of this thesis project was the production of test transparencies utilizing mea
sured photography. Based on similar testing, undertaken in RI.T.'s photography depart
ment during the winter of 1992-1993 for the class, Picture and Page Research, the author
found that shooting a series of tonal ranges could easily be hindered or facilitated by the
choice ofwall and ceiling color in the surrounding studio environment. Earlier efforts for
this class were complicated by a small studio space with white walls and low suspended ceil
ing which tended to reflect light back to the set, thereby increasing the level of ambient light
and making it difficult to achieve broader tonal ranges above 5 f/stops.
To accomplish the tonal ranges needed for this study of 3 f/stops minimum and 6
f/stops maximum, several changes were necessary. Primary among these was to relocate the
set used for the tests to Studio 4-8, a black space with a 14-foot ceiling. This change
reduced the ambient light level by minimizing the effects of stray light reflected from the
walls and ceiling, thus making it possible to achieve a 6.5 f/stop tonal range.
In attempting to create a 3 f/stop tonal range, the black studio was a liability. The lack
of reflected stray light to fill in shadows and reduce contrast, was offset by using 48"x
72"
sheets ofwhite foam core board to surround the set on all sides. The effect of these large fill
cards was to maximize the level of ambient light around the set by preventing stray light
from escaping into the studio.
The tonal range for a given photograph is determined by two factors. One, which is
influenced by the studio environment, is the angle and intensity of illumination which is
used to light the set. The other is the amount of light reflected from various surfaces in the
set. In broad terms, a white smooth-textured object reflects about 90 percent of the light
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which strikes its surface. A black smooth-textured object reflects 15 to 20 percent. In terms
of light intensity, 15 percent reflectance is 2 1/2 f/stops less than 90 percent. Considering
this difference, the lighting ratio (ratio ofkey to fill light) used on the set can not add more
than an additional 1/2 f/stop of contrast for the 3 f/stop tonal range example.
The measuring instrument used to determine reflectance for these tests was a Minolta
Spotmeter F. Designed to read reflected light from a 1 degree angle of acceptance, the
unique feature of this meter is that it can measure the intensity of flash illumination as well
as ambient lighting. The 1 degree flash reading ability makes it possible to meter precise
points in a scene which otherwise could be evaluated only with a trial exposure on Polaroid
film. For example, when aMacbeth color checker is placed in the scene, spotmeter readings
can be taken from individual color patches.
To minimize variation in meter readings resulting from changes in the angle of
reflectance, all metering was done on the camera/subject axis from just in front of the lens.
Past experience had shown that variation of up to 1/2 stop is common in readings of the
same color patch taken from various angles relative to the camera position. The Spotmeter
F provided for a high level of accuracy with digital readout in increments of one-tenth
f/stop. Under normal viewing conditions one-third f/stop is a just noticeable difference.
The camera used to shoot the original transparencies was a 4X5 Zone VI with a
Rodenstock Sironar 210mm f/5.6 lens. To facilitate critical focus adjustments, the camera's
ground glass was replaced with a fresnel focusing screen which increased the brightness of
the projected image on the ground glass by about 3 f/stops.
In preparation for constructing a set in Studio 4-8, a variety of garden produce and a
suitable background were procured. A piece of plywood
4'
x
4'
supported by two sawhorses,
provided the foundation for a
"look-down"
style set, meaning that the camera was posi
tioned on a monostand above, looking nearly straight down. From this angle, the ground
glass of the 4 x 5 view camera was filled with the matchstick window blind background
from side-to-side and top-to-bottom.
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Before the film for the tonal range test could be shot, a preliminary film test was car
ried out to determine the current film speed and color balance under the studio lighting
conditions. A roughly composed still life was laid out with the vegetables. Then a Macbeth
Color Checker was placed in the middle of the scene. The set was lit with two Broncolor
lampheads outfitted with "salad bowl" reflectors to create a broad even light source. A single
fill card was used on the right side of the set to reduce the tonal range to 5 f/stops from
metered highlight to metered shadow, with the normal exposure falling at f/45 based on a
flash intensity from two Broncolor Flashman generators set at 1/2 power (approximately
700 watt seconds each).
Four sheets of Fuji Velvia RVP, Emulsion 518-471, were exposed with a bracket of
f/32.5, f/32.8, f/45.1, and f/45.5. Although the manufacturer persists in rating this film at
ASA 50, the speed ranges between ASA 25 and 32. ASA 32 was used for this test. The films
were then processed by Spectrum Color, a local Rochester lab specializing in E-6 processing.
On a light table balanced for 5000 Kelvin, the processed films were evaluated. The best
exposure was f/32 1/2, so this became the subsequent reference exposure. Color balance was
judged to be 5 points yellow. The author elected to keep the warm cast because it added to
the sunlit feel of the still life.
Because the 3 f/stop tonal range seemed most difficult to achieve, it was the one
attempted first. The set was surrounded on three sides bywhite foam core reflectors to mod
ify the output of the two Broncolor flashheads on the fourth side. Resting against the foam
core were smaller silver reflectors angled to add more light to deep shadow areas. Above the
set, just below camera level, another large piece of foam core was positioned to reflect light
downward. In the gap below the salad bowl reflectors, smaller pieces
of white foam core
were positioned to eliminate the remaining empty spaces surrounding the set.
In spite of these efforts, the lowest tonal range that could be achieved was 3.3 f/stops as
read by the Minolta Spotmeter F. To reduce the tonal range by another 1/3 f/stop would
have required a reflective fabric tent in place of the foam core reflectors and a repositioning
of the Broncolor lampheads. An important criteria for these tests was to maintain consistent
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highlight values for all tonal ranges. This was dependent on keeping the light source in the
same position for all tests, so the changes necessary for a 3 f/stop tonal range were ruled out.
Rather than work with the tonal range at 3.3 f/stops, the fill cards surrounding the set were
adjusted to increase it by 0.2 f/stop to achieve a 3.5 f/stop tonal range.
The vegetables selected for the still life were chosen with several purposes in mind.
First was the representation of diffuse highlight values achieved by the onion and garlic.
Second was the representation of deep shadow values with detail as seen in the Norwegian
bell peppers and Italian eggplant. Third was the representation of midtone values by the
Brussels Sprouts, beans, artichokes, and cabbage. To provide additional highlight, shadow,
and gray scale references, a Macbeth Color Checker and Kodak Q-14 gray scale were
included at the edges of the composition. Spotmeter values were recorded for the six gray
scale steps on the Color Checker as well as the diffuse highlight reference on the onion and
the deep shadow reference on the bell pepper (refer to Figure 4-1).
Table 4-1: Reflection brightness values in the original still life scene measured in f/stops.
Tonal Rg
F/STOPS
Macbeth Color Checker Hghlt
Onion Garlic Eggplt Cabbage
Shadow
Pepper1 2 3 4 5 6
+3.5 45.1 32.5 22.7 22.0 11.9 8.4 45.1 45.0 11.8 16.0 11.5
3.5N 45.1 32.5 22.7 22.0 11.9 8.4 45.1 45.0 11.8 16.0 n.5
-3.5 45.1 32.5 22.7 22.0 11.9 8.4 45.1 45.0 11.8 16.0 11.5
+4.5 32.7 32.2 22.5 16.7 11.6 8.2 45.1 32.7 11.6 11.7 8.5
4.5N 32.7 32.2 22.5 16.7 11.6 8.2 45.1 32.7 11.6 11.7 8.5
-4.5 32.7 32.2 22.5 16.7 11.6 8.2 45.1 32.7 11.6 11.7 8.5
+5.5 45.0 32.3 22.6 16.8 11.7 8.2 45.1 32.8 8.4 11.8 5.65
5.5N 45.0 32.3 22.6 16.8 11.7 8.2 45.1 32.8 8.4 11.8 5.65
-5.5 45.0 32.3 22.6 16.8 11.7 8.2 45.1 32.8 8.4 11.8 5.65
+6.5 32.7 32.1 22.3 16.4 11.2 5.68 45.1 45.0 8.4 11.7 4.5
6.5N 32.7 32.1 22.3 16.4 11.2 5.68 45.1 45.0 8.4 11.7 4.5
-6.5 32.7 32.1 22.3 16.4 11.2 5.68 45.1 45.0 8.4 11.7 4.5
To accomplish the lighting changes necessary for the progression from 3.5 f/stops to
6.5 f/stops, the size and number of fill cards was gradually decreased. The transition from
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3.5 to 4.5 f/stops was primarily affected by removing the silver and gold fill cards leaning
against the foam core board. To increase the tonal range from 4.5 to 5-5 f/stops, the foam
core boards above and in front of the set were removed. In addition, the two remaining fill
cards were moved outward from the set by 6" to 10". For the highest tonal range of 6.5
f/stops, a single 2' x 2' fill card was positioned two feet away from the right side of the set to
add a trace ofdetail to the bell peppers.
A set of 20 test transparencies was produced for initial evaluation. These encompassed
4 contrast ranges: 3.5 f/stops, 4.5 f/stops, 5.5 f/stops, and 6.5 f/stops. Within each of these
contrast ranges were 5 exposures: +1, +1/2, Normal (N), -1/2, and -1. Although a l/3f/stop
bracket is standard procedure when making critical exposures on transparency film, this
increment was unlikely to show a discernable change when viewed as a Fuji ColorArt proof,
due to the effect of tone compression. Based on the bracket of initial test exposures, the
author expected that a 1/2 f/stop incrementwould be needed to see a noticeable difference.
Likewise with the 1 f/stop increment between tonal range comparisons, previous testing has
shown that a 1/2 f/stop increment, although well-suited to digital image capture devices, is
not consistendy noticeable on transparency film.
Because of the aforementioned need to establish noticeable differences and the time
constraints involved in subsequent steps with these transparencies, particularly during the
scanning stages, the test images were limited to twelve total for each scanning device, includ
ing, for 3.5 f/stop range: +1/2, normal, -1/2; for 4.5 f/stop range: +1/2, normal, -1/2; for
5.5 f/stop range: +1/2, normal, -1/2; and for 6.5 f/stop range: +1/2, normal, -1/2.
Scanningwith the Dainippon Screen SG-608
At the outset of preparations for scanning the test transparencies with the Screen SG-608,
the author recognized a need to create a neutral gray border surrounding the image. Rather
than having a white border which would detract from the contrast in the test image, or a
black border which would heighten the perception of contrast, a gray background would
provide a neutral surround on which the image contrast could be evaluated on its own
mer-
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its. Since the proofs were to be optically centered on
8.5"
x
11"
pages, using the same sub
strate as the balance of the thesis, it was preferable to generate the gray background as part
of the separation films.
After consideration, no likely approach seemed at hand for producing the gray back
ground with the SG-608. One possibility was to examine the scanner software to determine
if the SG-608 could be pre-set to generate separations containing a gray surround without
actually having a background mounted on the drum with the transparencies. Another idea
was to mount the transparencies in a gray border prior to scanning. However, the factor that
weighed most heavily was the ease with which four separations fit across the length of the
scanner film at the reproduction size of 119 mm x 153 mm plus registration marks. This
layout made it convenient to expose three or four gang scans on one sheet of film.
Producing
8.5"
x
11"
separations would require 3 to 4 times as much separation film.
The appeal ofmaintaining the existing separation size and minimizing film usage led
to a desktop solution for generating the gray border. Using QuarkXPress an
8.5"
x
11" doc
ument was created with an optically centered picture box corresponding to the size of the
SG-608 separations with registration marks. The background surrounding the box was spec
ified as a 20% gray tint on the black printer. Separations were generated in QuarkXPress
and output on an Agfa Selectset 5000 imagesetter as "negative wrong reading". The result
was three separation negative films (C,M,Y) with clear picture boxes surrounded by maxi
mum density and a fourth film (K-black) with a box surrounded by an 80% gray halftone
screen. On a light table, the clear picture boxes were cut out with a razor blade to match the
dimensions of the SG-608 separation films. In this manner two sets of separations for gray
borders were produced, which when combined with the SG-608 films on the proofing easel,
yielded Fuji ColorArt proofs with 20% gray borders.
Before any scans were initiated, the test transparencies were read on a
transmission
densitometer. The most important readings were those for the metered highlight and
shadow. The metered highlight, which corresponded to the brightest highlight with detail,
was located on the white onion just below the Macbeth Color Checker. The metered
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shadow, which corresponded to the darkest shadow with detail, was located on the right
most bell pepper along its bottom edge, just above the notch.
From the density readings in the accompanying chart, the highlight and shadow read
ings were analyzed to see if they were consistent with the density changes created by increas-
Table 4-2: Transmission Densitymeasured in the original transparencies.
Tonal Rng
F/stops
Macbeth Color Checker Highlight
Onion
Shadow
Pepper
Tonal
Range1 2 3 4 5 6
+3.5 0.14 0.22 0.41 0.72 1.24 2.24 0.12 2.33 2.21
3.5N 0.20 0.32 0.57 0.93 1.50 2.62 0.16 2.63 2.47
-3.5 0.33 0.51 0.78 1.18 1.82 3.01 0.26 3.03 2.77
+4.5 0.17 0.27 0.46 0.79 1.33 2.34 0.12 2.61 2.49
4.5N 0.27 0.42 0.66 1.03 1.62 2.73 0.18 3.13 2.95
-4.5 0.38 0.55 0.82 1.22 1.86 3.04 0.25 3.30 3.05
+5.5 0.14 0.22 0.41 0.75 1.30 2.34 0.11 3.21 3.10
5.5N 0.20 0.34 0.59 0.98 1.60 2.78 0.13 3.46 3.33
-5.5 0.32 0.50 0.78 1.20 1.87 3.08 0.21 3.56 3.35
+6.5 0.18 0.30 0.53 0.92 1.54 2.67 0.10 3.31 3.21
6.5N 0.26 0.42 0.69 1.11 1.81 3.00 0.13 3.55 3.42
-6.5 0.42 0.63 0.94 1.41 2.19 3.33 0.22 3.69 3.47
ing the tonal range from 3.5 f/stops to 6.5 f/stops. The density readings were also scrutinized
to check for consistency in metering with the handheld Minolta
1
spotmeter. As previously
stated, it was essential to keep the highlight readings as consistent as possible, since they
served as the reference point for changes in the tonal range. Variation in the highlight read
ings for normal exposures was 0.05 density units from a low of 0.13 to a high of 0.18. For
the 1/2 f/stop underexposures, the variation was 0.05 ranging from 0.21 to 0.26. The 1/2
f/stop overexposures displayed the best consistencywith a range of0.02 from 0.10 to 0.12.
After the test transparencies had been read with the transmission densitometer, they
were prepared for mounting on the scanning drum of the SG-608. To minimize
problems
with newton rings, caused by close contact between the transparencies and the plexiglas
scanning drum, the rebate edges were covered with white tape approximately
1/8"
wide.
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Since the reproduction ratio for the test transparencies was 128%, a
9" diameter drum
was selected to mount on the SG-608. On the left end of the drum next to a scored line, a
step tablet was positioned for use as a reference in setting preliminary highlight, midtone,
and shadow values. All scanner control knobs and switches were set to their normal, or zero,
position. The screen frequency of 150 lines per inch (lpi) was selected, as well as the magni
fication size of 128%, and the dimensions of the separations: 119mm x 153mm. With the
meter switch in the Check 2 Position and theXI0 switch flipped on, the Light on Film set
ting was adjusted to a value of 125.
Because the separations created with the SG-608 were produced as if they were
intended to burn plates and run on press, they were generated as negatives, rather than posi
tive films. During the set-up of highlight, midtone, and shadow dot percentages, the ques
tion arose as to whether these values should be the complements of the positive dot
percentages used when producing positive films. Later, the first test scan with negative films
showed that this conversion was unnecessary.
The analyzing light source is designed to read transparencies or reflection
prints. For
these tests it was set to read transparencies. From look-up charts the proper scanning and
unsharp masking aperture was determined and then
selected from the storage area on the
right side of the scanner. Before positioning the aperture in the analyzing unit, the
Sensitivity switch was turned off to avoid damage to the photomultiplier tubes
(PMTs).
After installation the switch was set to the correct position for the aperture in use. Then the
red filter was selected to cover the unsharp masking PMT in the analyzing unit. On the left
side of the control panel, the Grain Suppression, Unsharp Masking, and Black Line/White
Line control knobs were readjusted.
With the transparency taped into position next to the step
tablet on the scanning
drum, the viewing mirror was flipped down, permitting the analyzing
lens to be adjusted for
sharp focus on the film emulsion. The scanner
drum was rotated to position a clear area in
view of the analyzing head. Then the PMTs were balanced using
theAuto Cal button.
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The next set of procedures was carried out to establish reference points for high
light, midtone, and shadow placement: the Highlight Density knob was set to 0.30; the
Shadow Density knob was set to 2.90. With the scanning drum rotated to position the
2.90 density in view of the analyzing head, the course and fine shadow knobs were adjusted
to read: 90% Y, 90% M, 97% C, and 80% K (refer to Figure 4-3). The scanning drum was
next rotated to the 0.30 highlight density on the step tablet and the course and fine high
light knobs were adjusted to read: 5% Y, 5% M, and 7% C. With the highlight values set,
the drum was slowly rotated in the direction of increasing density on the step tablet, until a
dot value of 40% cyan appeared in the read-out window. Then the black highlight (K) of
5% was set with this 40% cyan reference point. Again, the scanning drum was rotated to
position the step tablet value of 1.20 under the analyzing head and the 1/4 tone, midtone,
and 3/4 tone knobs were adjusted to read: 50% Y, 50% M, and 63% C. Finally the Black
Midtone knob was set to read 22% K.
Halftone dot percentages for the above settings were established by the R.I.T.
Technical and Education Center through printing the Tone Reproduction and Neutral
Determination Tests (TRAND) on the Harris M1000B, a heat set web press, located in the
Frank Gannett Building on the RI.T. campus. The TRAND test consists of 5 quadrants
corresponding to dot percentages for highlight, quarter-tone, midtone, three-quarter-tone,
and shadow. Each quadrant contains gray dots of varying hues, made from different per
centages ofcyan, magenta, yellow, and black. Under 5000 Kelvin controlled viewing condi
tions, the most neutral dot in each quadrant is selected and the corresponding
dot
percentages for cyan, magenta, and yellow are read from the x and y coordinates plus the
constant value at 0, 0.
The dot percentages derived from the TRAND test provide 5 reference points for neu
tral gray balance along the characrteristic curve. Generally 3 of the 5, highlight, midtone,
and shadow are used as starting dot percentages when setting up a
high-end scanner on a
step wedge. In this case, the values of 5% Y, 5% M,
and 7%C at 0.30, 50% Y, 50% M, and
63% C at 1.20, and 90% Y, 90% M, and 97% C at 2.90 will give neutral gray
balance
when printing on coated stock with a heat set web press
and a SWOP ink set.
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To determine if the highlight value of0.30 set from the step tablet was correct for the
desired highlight placement in the transparency, the scanner drum and analyzing head were
both repositioned to place the diffused highlight reference on the onion in view of the ana
lyzing head. If the 0.30 density value set from the step tablet was a good match, then the dot
sizes read from the diffuse highlight in the transparency would be similar. For the test trans
parency with the 3.5 f/stop tonal range and normal exposure, the highlight value of 0.16
caused a large drop in dot percentage. The scanner highlight settings were readjusted. In
subsequent scans, using the diffuse highlight on the onion as a reference, made it difficult to
Table 4-3: Settings and adjustments for the Dainippon Screen SG-608 scanner.
Transparencies
Gang Scanned
Highlight
Placement
Highlight
Dot %
Shadow
Placement
Shadow
Dot %
+3.5, 3.5N, -3.5 0.24 5Y,5M,7C 2.90 90 Y, 90 M, 97 C
+4.5, 4.5N, -4.5 0.24 5 Y, 5 M, 7 C 3.10 90 Y, 90 M, 97 C
+5.5, 5.5N.-5.5 0.24 5 Y, 5 M, 7 C 3.30 90 Y, 90 M, 97 C
+6.5, 6.5N, -6.5 0.24 5 Y, 5 M, 7 C 3.50 90 Y, 90 M, 97 C
maintain consistent readings. For this reason, the diffuse highlight reference in the trans
parency was moved to the center ofthe whitest patch on the Macbeth color checker.
The same procedural sequence was followed to check the dot percentages correspond
ing to the darkest shadow with detail, located on the right-most bell pepper. In the 3.5
f/stop tonal range with normal exposure, this reading was 2.63 units of density. When the
corresponding dot percentages were compared with those of the 2.90 reading from the step
tablet, the difference was minimal. Although scans were made with settings ranging from
2.7 to 3.3, the original setting of 2.9 density was determined to provide the best results.
Accurate gray balance and color correction were, initially, peripheral concerns of this
thesis study, since the primary emphasis was differences in tonal range rendition. However,
as research progressed, it became apparent that color differences, if not sufficiendy corrected
in the separations would result in unmatched proofs, where the change in color balance
might distract the judges from looking only at tonal range rendition.
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A farther complication was created by differences in gray balance between the three
test transparencies shot to a 3.5 f/stop tonal range, and the other nine images shot at 4.5
f/stop, 5.5 f/stop, and 6.5 f/stop ranges. During production of the test transparencies, light
ing the set to a 3.5 f/stop tonal range required every available reflector in the studio. This
included one large gold foil reflector which was used only for the 3.5 f/stop lighting arrange
ment. The three transparencies shot with this fill card in place all proved to be 5 to 10
points more yellow than those in later groups. This created two groups of images with dif
ferent requirements. Before scanning, the three transparencies shot to the 3.5 f/stop tonal
range were adjusted to neutralize this yellow cast and place their color characteristics closer
to those displayed by the transparencies with 4.5, 5.5, and 6.5 f/stop tonal ranges.
Working with the normal exposure 3.5 f/stop tonal range, the gray balance in the
transparency was decidedly warm due to the influence of the aforementioned gold fill card.
To remove the color cast, the analyzer head of the SG-608 was positioned to view the diffuse
highlight in the transparency, while the highlight knob was readjusted to give dot percent
ages of 5% Y, 5% M, and 7% C. The same procedure was followed to adjust the shadow
dot percentages also.
Following through with the rest of the scanning procedure, the Separation Selection
Switches were set for the four-color output mode so that YMCK separations would all be
imaged sequentially on a single sheet of scanner film. To correctly position the starting
point
for the film exposure of the first separation, the upper edge of the transparency was aligned
with the analyzer head and the Original Start 1 button was depressed. Along the track
beneath the scanning drum, the Start and Stop buttons were positioned to indicate where
the scanner should begin scanning and where it should stop. Film was
loaded onto the
exposing drum and the vacuum was activated
to hold it in place. As a double check on the
position of the exposing head, the L.E.D. readout was confirmed to be 644.
The analyzing
head was moved to the start position on the copy and the Start button was depressed.
Scan
ning time for a set ofYMCK separations
was about 4 minutes. After turning off the
end-of-
scan-notification buzzer, the scanner film was moved from the exposing drum into the
take-up cassette in preparation for processing.
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The DuPont Cronar separation film was developed in a DuPont 28C processor with
rapid access chemistry. After processing, the separations were examined on a light table to
check for errors before being carefully cut to finished dimensions with a straight edge and a
razor blade. Precise measurement was essential to minimize the discrepancy between the
outside dimensions of the SG-608 separations and the desktop separations for the gray
background into which they were seated on the proofing easel.
In contrast to the procedural sequence for the Pixelcraft CIS 4520RS and the Agfa
Horizon in which the scanning was only a first step, the SG-608 produced finished separa
tions from its scans which made intermittent proofing a simple matter. In this way gray bal
ance, highlight, and shadow placement could be evaluated before making more separations.
Preliminary scans on the Screen SG-608, about a dozen in all, were performed with the
3.5 f/stop test transparency. Once the diffuse highlight placement was moved from the
onion to the white square of theMacbeth color Checker there were no futher problems with
consistency. Achieving gray balance was another matter. Initially, the author attempted to
make small corrections by adjusting the highlight dot percentages away from 5% Y, 5% M,
and 7% C. But after many deviations, the 5% Y, 5% M, and 7% C gave the most neutral
gray balance rendition and this setting was subsequently used to scan the remaining test
transparencies.
Since the YMCK separations from one 4X5 original fit perfectly in a
6.5"
wide vertical
column on the Cronar separation film with ample room for two more columns, the final
scans were ganged and produced in sets of three, corresponding to the normal, under, and
overexposed transparenices produced for a given contrast range. This method also insured
that highlight and shadow placement were identical.
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Scanningwith the Pixelcraft CIS 4520RS
In conjunction with the Pixelcraft CIS 4520RS scanner, the separations produced for this
part of the project utilized the ColorAccess 1.3.3 color separation software. The underlying
model for this separation software application is based on settings and adjustments familiar
to users of high-end scanners. As explained in the CIS*ColorAccess UserNotes:
Rather than trying to find a better way to ensure that the image migrates success
fully to ink on paper, we are attempting to make the traditional and proven
methods easier to use, with increased feedback to the user1.
The first step in preparing the Color Access software for use was to select the appropri
ate user preferences. The Preferences dialog box was accessed from the Edit menu with
Operator Level set to Expert; Separation processing priority set to Highest; Open and dis
play image using set to a subsampling ratio of 1: 2; andMonitor Options set to use a spe
cial gamma of 1.8. Default units were specified in millimeters, rather than inches, because
for the scans produced on the Screen SG-608, the image size was specified as 119mm high
by 153mm wide.
Once inside the Color Access application, the CIS 4520RS scanner was acquired from
the File menu. With the calibration plate inserted in the scanning window, the first proce
dure was to calibrate the scanner and the light source. Upon completion, the Quickscan
plug-in was opened (refer to Figure 4-4) and a new settings file was created to store adjust
ments to the Quickscan dialog box.
The first file adjustment in Quickscan was to specify the dimensions to which the
scanned transparency would be resized. In the original, scanned image area was 95mm x
119mm which was to be enlarged to 119mm by 153mm at a reproduction size of 128%.
Approximately 3mm ofvertical cropping were needed across the top of the image to elimi
nate the unwanted color portion of the Macbeth Color Checker.
Highlight and Shadow placements were set using the Prepress mode which emulated
the methods used on high-end drum scanners. This involved picking a highlight setting at
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which a specified dot percent would reproduce based on predetermined values for CMYK A
5% highlight dotwas specified for cyan, magenta, yellow, and black, in keepingwith the
QuickScan 4520 RS
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Fig. 4-1: Color Access Quickscan dialog box for the CIS 4520 RS scanner.
Full Neutral gray balance setting in the Quickscan pop-up window. In comparison, on the
Screen SG-608, neutral gray balance was achieved at 5% Y, 5% M, 7% C, and 5% K.
As an aid in finding a suitable highlight placement, the cursor changed appearance to a
white ring when moved into the preview marquee. All pixels in the image that were brighter
than the pixel centered in the cursor were highlighted in red. The amount of red displayed
in response to a chosen highlight pixel provided a quick visual cue as to the relative bright
ness of a chosen highlight. For the transparencies with 3.5, 4.5, and 5.5 f/stop tonal ranges
the highlight was placed in the center of the white patch on the Macbeth Color Checker, as
had been done previously with the scans on the Screen SG-608, to provide greater consis
tency. For the transparencywith the 6.5 fstop range, the highlight was placed on the lightest
step of the Kodak Q-14, as had been done with the SG-608.
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To finalize placement of a highlight point, the Option key was depressed while clicking
the cursor on the desired pixel. In response, Quickscan moved the scanner carriage to the
scan line containing the highlight point, then using the scanner as a densitometer, it mea
sured the densities of red, green, and blue and converted them to equivalent values in cyan,
magenta, yellow, and black. Based on these readings, an exposure for the RGB scan was
computed which would match the chosen highlight point to the specified dot percentage.
As soon as Quickscan had measured the RGB highlight densities, the results were dis
played in the Highlight Cast Control dialog box. The degree ofglobal color correction had
Fig. 4-2: ColorAccess Highlight Cast and Shadow Cast dialog boxes.
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four choices: No Change, HalfCast (Automatic), Manual Override, or Full Neutralize. For
all of the transparencies scanned in this project, the Full Neutralize setting was used exclu
sively. Although the Color Access Quickscan manual recommended the Half Cast setting as
being that most commonly used on drum scanners, the resulting scans were
found to have a
pronounced warm cast2. Full Neutralize was described as a "setting that you will use very
rarely, because it results in neutrals so pure (white or gray) that they may
look too
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The procedure for placing the shadow dot followed similar steps. As the cursor was
moved into the preview marquee, the cross-hairs became a black ring and pixels brighter
than the cursor turned red. In this case the visual cues as to shadow placement were in the
remaining black areas in the preview image, indicating the deepest shadow densities falling
below the cursor setting. When the desired shadow point was found in a bunch of parsley,
the Shift and Option keys were depressed while clicking on the mouse button. From the
Shadow Cast dialog box the projected CMYK shadow values were examined and the choices
for cast correction were presented: No Change, Half Cast (Automatic), Manual Override,
and Full Neutralize. Although for the shadow point, the difference between Half Cast and
Full Neutralize was not discernable in the resulting scan, the Full Neutralize setting was
used in all cases for maximum consistency. The Quickscan manual mentioned that accept
ing a shadow point setting in which the cyan density is lower than the other two values (a
warm shadow), would cause the gray balance adjustment to reduce saturation in the shad
ows.3 Choosing Full Neutralize eliminated the possibility of this occurrence.
Once highlight and shadow points had been placed with Quickscan, the transparency
was scanned with a click on the Scan button. For initial testing the CIS 4520RS was used
with this system. Prior to making corrections on the scanned files, the RGB files were saved
with a Macintosh IIx computer, which slowed scanning times to about 11minutes for a 5
MB file. Later, the adjusted scans were produced with the CIS 4520RS running on a Mac
intosh Quadra 950 with 32 MB ofRAM. Scanning times were reduced by nearly 70% with
this system. Prior to making necessary adjustments on the scanned files, the RGB files were
saved to the Macintosh hard disk. These files provided an opportunity for subsequent
adjustments and new separations, if needed, since further corrections could not be made to
separated CMYK TIFF files.
Initial scans produced with the CIS 4520RS displayed poor highlight-to-midtone con
trast which made the resulting proofs from the CMYK separations appear much
different
than those produced with the Screen SG-608. The cause of this difference was attributed to
variation in the default setting for the input gamma of the CIS 4520RS.
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The Screen SG-608, as previously discussed, had been calibrated in conjunction with
TRAND testing to determine the optimum halftone dot percentages for highlight, mid-
tone, and shadow rendition. These dot sizes were dialed into the scanner readouts while the
analyzing head looked at densities from the step wedge of 0.30 for highlight, 1.20 for mid-
tone, and 2.90 for shadow. The distance from highlight to midtone of0.90 determined the
desired amount of highlight-to-midtone contrast when using transmissive originals.This
value was referenced to normal tonal range copy intended for reproduction on coated stock
with a heat set web press and SWOP ink specifications. It was important to preserve the
highlight-to-midtone contrast range of the original copy because changes to this portion of
the image are most apparent to human eyes. With this consideration in mind, tone com
pression was best accomplished in the midtone-to-shadow portion of the gamma curve
where it was likely to draw the least attention. With the CIS 4520RS the default setting for
the Tone & Cast curve (refer to Figure 4-5) was HL 13, MT 54, and SH 78. Early Fuji
Color Art proofs made with these settings, diplayed low highlight-to-midtone contrast with
Tone & Cast
Tone&Cast: 4520 RS
Curue Control
40 175 I 184 ;
2 a 11
MI.. m\ m
[Out = In J
[ Limits... ]
[ Uiem J
Fig. 4-3: Color Access Tone & Cast dialog box.
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flat, dull highlights. Other settings were tried, including HL 30, MT 63, SH 91; HL 16,
MT 60, SH 90; and HL 26, MT 70, SH 88, but tonal relationships were still incorrrectly
rendered. The underlying problem was that the default setting for the gamma curve was too
gradual in the highlight-to-midtone region, causing the highlight and midtone points to be
spaced farther apart than they appeared in the original transparency. The solution was a
gamma curve with a steep rise in the highlight-to-midtone range causing the highlight and
midtone to move closer togather, thereby increasing contrast in the highlights while decreas
ing contrast in the shadows.
This combination gave a tonal range rendition which looked close to that of the proofs
made from the separations output on the Screen SG-608. In the Limits box the highlight
dot values were set at 5% for CMYK, while at the shadow end of the curve the largest dots
were placed at 95% for CMYK with an end point of 95%. The Cast setting of the Tone &
Cast curve was left in its default position.
The next adjustment made to the RGB scans in Color Access was Selective Color
Correction. This window consisted of two choices: the first was which color gamut to cor
rect, RGB or CMYK, and the second was the plate in which to make the desired correction,
cyan, magenta, yellow, or black. As with the Screen SG-608, the difference in color balance
between the 3.5 f/stop transparencies and the 4.5, 5.5 and 6.5 f/stop transparencies caused
difficulty in making consistent color corrections. The numerical values which Color Access
assigned to color intensity were based on the strength of the hue found in the scanned
image rather than an absolute value.
After several tests with color correction values ranging from 5 to 10 for the amount of
cyan to be added to green and the amount of yellow to be subtracted from yellow, the
author realized that previous experience with Kodak Color Correction filters and Light
Balancing filters was less help than hinderance. Color
Access' Selective Color Correction
dialog box (refer to Figure 4-7) specifies colors in percent, based on the degree
of saturation
a particular hue displays in the RGB scan. For example a bright blue might be rated as
a
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Fig. 4-4: ColorAccess Selective Color Correction dia
log box for 4.5 - 6.5 tonal range transparencies.
95% blue, while a light greenish blue might be specified as 25% blue, but also as 18%
green.4 Athough proofs from separations produced on the SG-608 were on hand as color
references, the difference between PMTs and CCDs was difficult to bridge successfully.
As mentioned previously, minor color differences were considered acceptable since the
focus of this project was differences in tonal range and their affect on reproduction.
However, larger variations in color rendition from one scanner to the next were minimized
by using proofs from the SG-608 as a reference. Subsequent proofs from the CIS 4520RS,
and later the Agfa horizon, were balanced to these reference proofs because the default set
tings of the respective scanners tended to stray from neutral gray balance.
Extensive testing was required before color adjustments to the CIS
4520RS proofs
brought them close to the SG-608 reference proofs. For the 3.5 f/stop transparencies, the
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color correction was +23 cyan in green, -18 yellow in yellow, and +8 magenta in red. For the
4.5, 5.5, and 6.5 f/stop transparencies, the color correction was +23 cyan in green, -12 yel
low in yellow, and +4 magenta in red.
Fig. 4-5: Color Access Unsharp Masking dialog box.
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The Unsharp Masking function in the Color Access Software (refer to figure 4-8)
proved to be particularly useful in restoring the perception of contrast
lost during the transi
tion from continuous tone to halftone. Within the Unsharp Masking dialog box were three
main controls: Threshold, Sharpness, and Smoothness. These could be applied to
the
CMYK separation plates collectively or individually. An Edge Sharpness
Definition control
defined the use of black line and/or white line and whether the lines would be
thin medium,
or thick.
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As described in the CIS'Color Access User Notes the terms, threshold, sharpness, and
smoothness were defined as follows. The Threshold setting works as a smoothness thresh
old. It determines the contrast range between adjacent pixels to which smoothing may be
applied. Beyond these limits, edges can be sharpened but not smoothed. As the Threshold is
raised, fewer areas are smoothed and the image appears sharper. When the Threshold is low
lowered more of the image is smoothed and sharpness decreases.5
Digital sharpening raises the contrast between adjacent pixels of differing values. The
degree of sharpening applied to all contrasting pixels in the image is determined by the
Sharpness control. Higher sharpness values are necessary as images are reproduced to larger
formats, and where tonal transition edges are emphasized.6
Digital smoothing decreases the contrast between adjacent pixels of differing values.
The degree of smoothing applied to adjacent pixels, whose value difference falls within the
range defined by the threshold setting, is determined by the smoothness control. The
Smoothness control is very sensitive; for most images a setting of30 to 50 is
sufficient.7
In the Unsharp Masking dialog box the Threshold setting was positioned at 40. The
Sharpness setting was placed at 50 to provide more edge contrast
in the highlight areas, spe
cially the onion and cloves of garlic. The Smoothness setting
was raised to 60 to decrease
the interference effects in the matchstick background used for the vegetable still life.
Prior to making adjustments in the Output
Options dialog box, the Imagesetter
Tuning dialog box was opened under Tune, in the Color Access
main menu, and
Imagesetter was set to Agfa SelectSet 5000 SF. The PPD (Postscript Printer Description) file
was also set to Agfa Selectset 5000. No changes were made to the dot percentage
listings for
CMYK, since at periodic intervals, the SelectSet 5000 had been calibrated
with its own self-
generated tablet ofgray scale test densities.
The Output Options dialog box was used to set specifications controlling how the
CMYK
separations were to be output. Under Output Tuning the Agfa Selectset 5000 was specified
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Fig. 4-6: Color Access Output Options menu for the CIS 4520RS scanner.
for the Imagesetter setting, Paper Type was set to coated, Press was changed to Heat Set
Web, and Ink was set to S.W.O.P. Under Line Screen / Resolution theAdobe Default PPD
Setting for the Agfa Selectset 5000 was set to 150 lpi @ 2400 dpi.This combination pro
vided for 256 levels of gray when referenced to the equation (Imagesetter Addressability +
Screen Frequency)2 + 1 = Number ofGray Levels. To produce negative right-reading separa
tions, the defaults were accepted for Imaging: Positive and Reading: Right (Normal).
Under Final Image Size the Fit toWidth box was selected and specified as 153mm. The Fit
to Height box was automatically calculated to a value of 119mm. Sampling Ratio was
selected as 1.5 to 1 and input Resolution was calculated by the application as 238.6 dpi.
The final step in Color Access 1.3.3 was to open the Job Settings dialog box, called
CIS 4520RS Settings, and select Separate. This command brought up the Export dialog
box with selections as follows: Export Separations As, specify Format: CMYK TIFF. Then
Export was clicked to separate files and send them to desktop folders (refer to Figure 4-10).
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Fig. 4-7: Color Access Job Settings menu for the CIS 4520RS scanner.
Scanningwith theAgfa Horizon
The Agfa Horizon scanner used for this portion of the project was located in the Integrated
Electronic Prepress Lab (IEPL), connected to an Ethernet network system with 13
Macintosh Quadra 700 computers. A computer named
"John"
served as the host for the
Horizon and all scanning was carried out on this computer only, to minimize the possibility
of inconsistencies resulting from multiple work stations.
Since the IEPL had only one software plug-in for the Horizon, which utilized Adobe
Photoshop 2.0.1, to the exclusion of all other software applications, the decision was made
to produce the scans from the 12 test transparencies as RGB Photoshop files, then import
them to Color Access 1.3.3 to produce CMYK separations. Using the work station, Joe,
these files could then be adjusted and output in the same manner as those scanned with the
Pixelcraft CIS 4520RS.
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The Agfa Horizon used a proprietary glass negative carrier to hold 4X5 trans
parencies during scanning. This item proved very fragile, due to the unusual magnetic con
nection between the two halves of the carrier. At the outset of this scanning sequence, one
pane of glass in the negative carrier was broken and, thereafter, black photographic tape was
used to hold the transparencies flat against the remaining piece of glass. Several months
later, this glass was broken also, negating the utility of the carrier. Replacement glass was
purchased locally at Monroe Glass and Mirror, but the thickness was approximately twice
that of the original panes. The replacement glass also lacked the anti-newton ring coating of
the originals. Since the negative carrier was originally designed to hold a transparency flat
between two panes of glass, newton rings were likely to result if the new glass was installed
in the same manner. To prevent this complication, a single pane of glass was used and black
photographic tape held the transparencies flat in the same manner used previously.
With the Horizon connected as a SCSI device to the Quadra 700, the first procedural
step was to acquire the scanner under File-Fotolook 1.0 (refer to Figure 4-11). In response
to the Acquire command, the Scan dialog box was displayed on the monitor with a list of
major controls and adjustments. From the pop-up of possible types of input, Color
Halftone was selected. Above the preview window another pop-up displayed standard film
and paper formats in reference to the scanning area. 5X4 Horizontal was selected and the
preview scan was sized by manipulating the Selection Rectangle. From the Size pop-up
menu, Dimensions was selected and 119 mm by 153 mm was input.
In the General Preferences dialog box the General Units were set to millimeters.
Resolution Unit and Screen Unit were set to ppi and lpi respectively. Resolution Mode was
set for Output and Optimize was set for Quality. In the General Preferences dialog box
when Resolution mode was set to Output it appeared in a Scan dialog box. In Output, res
olution was set for color images. This prompted the Horizon to apply the procedure Input
Resolution equals the Output Resolution times the Scale-To-Factor and then
doubled.8
Output resolution was set to 150 lpi screen frequencywith a Scale-To-Factor of 1.5 to 1.
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Fig. 4-8: Agfa Horizon Fotolook 1.0 scan menu.
In the Halftone Preferences dialog box, the output was specified by selecting a minimum
filled dot of5% and a maximum filled dot of95%. No adjustments were made in the Color
Preferences dialog box. The Range pop-up menu permitted the user to select "the type and
value of density range Choices included Automatic, High/Shadows,
Dmin/Dmax, Exposure, and Set White/Black Point. In the Horizon's range window
Highlights was linked to Dmin and Shadows was linked to Dmax. If the Highlights value
was moved, the value ofDmin would also move.9
During preliminary testing with the Agfa Horizon the Dmin/Dmax settings were used
extensively. Typical Dmin settings ranged from 0.16 to 0.30 while Dmax settings were
between 2.4 and 3.0. After several scans the author realized that these values also determined
the exposure settings for the scanner. This link presumed that the user wanted a normal,
correcdy exposed scan, everytime. Initially, this approach seemed at odds with the objectives
of the thesis project. The set of 4 overexposed and 4 underexposed transparencies required
manual adjustment to prevent them from being optimized. By giving the scanner erroneous
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highlight and shadow settings, the exposure could be shifted toward over or under exposure
as desired. Lower highlight density settings caused the exposure to decrease, while higher
settings caused it to increase.
The drawback to this approach for exposure control was that the results were erratic
because it was difficult to predict how much a given change in density would shift the expo
sure. Perhaps this relationship could have been determined with densitometer readings, but
even so, the resulting data would have been suspect.
The author decided to resolve this problem by asking the question, "In a production
situation, howwould an over or underexposure be
handled?" There would be little reason to
maintain the exposure error through the separation stage, since the desire of a client is to
achieve the best quality possible within production constraints. In this project, the author's
intent was to examine the differences in exposure latitude that were distinguishable at the
separation stage when steps had been taken to optimize reproduction of the image. Based on
this reasoning, over and underexposed transparencies were scanned with their true highlight
and shadow values, using the same procedure as that used for normal exposures. In an effort
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Fig. 4-9: Horizon Choose White Point dialog box.
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to improve exposure consistency, the SetWhite Point/Black Point controls were substituted
for Dmin/Dmax. With the implementation of these settings, the Horizon produced
another preview scan and displayed it in an expanded window. Eyedroppers, one empty the
other full, were used to select the pixels for white point and black point placement. In
response to this repositioning ofhighlight and shadow references, color pixels in the preview
image were remapped, making it possible to visually evaluate potential
settings.10
The white point determined the value assigned to the brightest highlight with detail.
Highlights of still greater intensity were clipped to the white point. Conversely, with the
black point all values darker than the selected pixel were clipped to match its value. Before
positioning of the white point and black point, it was necessary to specify RGB values for
both. In the Choose White Point dialog box, a Max Value for intensity could be specified
in addition to individual RGB settings from 0 to 255. The highest of the three RGB settings
was set to 253 so that pixels of greater intensity would be recognizable as values of 254 or
255. These RGB settings could also be used to correct for shifts in color cast, but no adjust
ments of this kind were made since selective color adjustments would be made later in
Color Access 1.3.3. Based on a highest assigned value of253 for a selected highlight pixel
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Fig. 4-10: Horizon Choose Black Point dialog box.
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with the values 238 red, 240 green, and 245 blue, the blue value was remapped to 253,
green to 248, and red to 246.7
For the Choose Black Point: Adjust Intensities calculation, the specified setting was
assigned to the RGB color with the lowest value, while the other two were remapped pro
portionally. For example, if the selected shadow pixel had the values 18 red, 14 green, and
21 blue, with the black point minimum setting placed at 10, the green would be remapped
to 10, red to 14, and blue to 17 (refer to Figure 4-13).
The Tone Curve pop-up window provided a choice of 6 gamma settings. Adjustments
to gamma have no effect on the density range of an image, but instead influence the distrib
ution of density.With gamma settings greater than 1.0, highlights are compressed and shad
ows are expanded; for settings less than 1.0, highlights are expanded and shadows are
compressed. Gamma correction is frequendy used with transparencies to smoothly increase
detail in the shadows.8 In this instance the gamma setting was positioned at a value of 1.1
which meant that the output values for the scan were slighdy compressed in the highlight -
to-midtone range in comparison to the original transparency.
After the settings were determined for a given transparency, the image was scanned and
saved as an RGB Photoshop file which could later be reopened and adjusted in Color Access
1.3.3. In the Color Access application a Job Set-up file was created for adjustments per
formed on the RGB Photoshop images. These included Tone & Cast, Color Correction,
Unsharp Masking, and Output Options. The Quickscan dialog box was not needed with
the files from the Agfa Horizon because dimensions, sizing, highlight and shadow placement
had all been completed prior to scanning.
As with the RGB scans from the CIS 4520RS, which had displayed low
highlight-to-
midtone contrast, the RGB scans from the Agfa Horizon, when viewed on the monitor,
showed a similar flatness in the highlight-to-midtone range. The previous settings
ofHL 40,
MT 75, SH 84 which described the characteristic curve generated in
the Tone & Cast dia
log box usedwith the CIS 4520RS, were judged to be too severe
for the Horizon scans.
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In the transition from original transparency to separated digital file, there were poten
tially two points at which gamma adjustments could be applied. The first was during transi
tion from analog original to RGB scanned-image file. The second occurred in conversion
from an RGB scanned-image file to a separated CMYK image file. With the Agfa Fotolook
1.0 software, the Tone Curve pop-up window allowed gamma adjustment as the original
was being scanned to RGB. The first scans were done with the Tone Curve set to default.
Then in Color Access the Tone and Cast setting was adjusted for 1/4 tone, midtone, and
3/4 tone (HL, MT, and SH settings in the software). The setting ofHL 30, MT 55, SH 80
gave an improvement in tonal rendition on the proof. But further testing with gamma set
tings in Fotolook resulted in a better combination. This consisted of using an RGB gamma
of 1.1 and a default setting for gamma ofHL 13, MT 54, SH 78 within Color Access. Note
that the sum of the RGB adjustment plus the CMYK adjustment was equivalent to the
Color Access setting used for the CIS 4520RS files which was HL 40, MT 75, SH 84.
Selective Color Correction was the next adjustment made to the Horizon scans. This
dialog box included two settings: the first was a choice of additive or subtractive color pri
maries: RGB or CMYK The second permitted selection of the printing plate in which to
make the chosen correction: cyan, magenta, yellow, or black. Because the green hues in the
scans appeared yellowish, +23 cyan was added to green, -18 yellow was added
to yellow, and
8 magenta was added to red, for the transparencies shot to the 3.5 f/stop tonal range. For
the more neutral images in the 4.5, 5.5, and 6.5 f/stop tonal ranges, +23 cyan was added to
green, -12 yellow was added to yellow, and 4 magenta was added to red. The
two settings
used for these tonal ranges were identical to those used on the CIS 4520RS separations.
The Unsharp Masking settings used for the Agfa Horizon were very
close to those
chosen for the CIS 4520RS. Threshold was set to 40, Sharpness was positioned at 50, and
Smoothness was placed at 60. The high Smoothness setting was needed to offset the jagged
effects of frequency interference in the matchstick window blind background
used with the
original still life scene.
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Output Options was the next dialog box considered in making adjustments to the
Photoshop files generated from the Agfa Horizon. The settings were unchanged from those
used for the CIS 4520RS scans. Next, the JobSettings dialog box was opened and the
export function was used to produce separations in CMYK TIFF format.
Integration of CMYKTIFF Fileswith QuarkXPress Page Document
Separation files from the Pixelcraft CIS 4520RS and the Agfa Horizon were stored on
Syquest disks (44 MB removables) until they were needed for insertion in the Quark page
layout. This consisted of an 8.5"x 11" page containing an optically-centered picture box
surrounded by a 20% gray tint. Although the initial Quark documents (refer to p. 4-6:
Scanning with the Dianippon Screen SG-608) were output at 200 lpi, when combined
with the image files produced at 150 lpi, the transition between the two resolutions caused
significant problems for the raster image processor (Agfa 5000 Star Plus). Elapsed processing
time from the Print command in QuarkXPress to output from the Agfa Selectset 5000 was
an hour and ten minutes. After two tries, both with similar results, it was decided to revise
the Quark page to 150 lpi, in order to match the resolution of the image files. After this
change was made, the average processing time dropped to 12 minutes.
Production of Fuji ColorArt Proofs
Since the color separations produced for this project were not stripped up as flats, burned
onto plates, and run on press, the making of contract proofs as a means of evaluating the
separations was an essential step. Ofparticular importance were the reflection density read
ings in the metered highlight and shadow areas of the proof. Measurements were made with
a Cosar Autosmart Densitometer to confirm that the tonal ranges specified in the separa
tions were carried through to the final proofs.
The Fuji Color Art proofing process, recendy renamed, Fuji Proof, is a
relative new
comer to the marketplace. It was introduced in 1990 and has since grown in popularity
against the estqablished competitors, 3M Matchprint and DuPont Cromalin. The Fuji
sys-
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tem is notable for several innovations, including the freedom to utilize a wide range of sub
strates, standardization ofexposure times for the CMYK emulsions, registration ofemulsion
layers by static attraction with no need for tape, and use of a one-step detergent developer
for processing of the four emulsion layers.
Another distinction of the Fuji process is that proofs are built upside down on a car
rier sheet, rather than on a substrate. The laydown sequence of emulsion layers is opposite
that ofmost proofing processes: black is first, followed by cyan, then magenta and yellow.
The last step is to flip the assemblage 180 and place it in contact with the chosen substrate.
A final pass through the laminator bonds the two together resulting in a finished proof.
The first set of proofs was produced from a combination of image separations scanned
on the Screen SG-608 and background separations made in QuarkXPress (see p. 4-6 for a
detailed description). The combination of separations from two sources was used to create a
20% gray background for images scanned on the SG-608, since this could not be easily gen
erated with the scanner alone.
Since the RGB scans from the Pixelcraft CIS 4520RS and the Agfa Horizon were con
verted to CMYK in Color Access 1.3.3, the separation and proofing procedure were identi
cal for both. The separations were output as 8.5"x
11.0"
pages comprised of the 153mm x
119mm image surrounded by a 20% gray tint. Because of Fuji's standardized exposure for
the four CMYK emulsion layers, it was convenient to expose them two-at-a-time in a vac
uum framewith 50 units ofexposure, preceeded by 10 seconds ofdrawdown.
The four emulsion layers were next run through the processor in the same sets of two:
black and cyan followed by magenta and yellow. On a metal tray with a protective, frosted
plastic cover, the carrier sheet was positioned and
peeled so that the black emulsion layer
could be laid down first. The tray holding the proof was then fed into the laminator at a
speed of 900mm/min. After lamination, the plastic cover on the tray was
pulled back and
the protective layer on the black emulsion was peeled so that the
cyan layer could be placed
in register on top of it. Registration was achieved by using a squeegee to
reposition the cyan
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emulsion to the underlying black emulsion. The plastic cover was pulled over the proofand
the tray was fed through the laminator for a second round. Two more repetitions of this
procedure were required for the magenta and yellow emulsion layers. Then the laminator
was slowed to 600mm/min. and the CMYK emulsion layers were laminated to the substrate
to produce the final proof.
Judging ofHalftone Proofs
As originally proposed, the hypothesis of this thesis project was to be proved or disproved by
the observations of the author, in conjunction with densitometric measurements taken from
the final set ofproofs. The author decided to include independent judging of the proofs as a
way of adding credibility to his own observations. He reasoned that if the results of the
judging confirmed his own observations, then they would also show that his reasoning was
in line with that ofother graphic arts professionals. With this purpose in mind, the judging
was not undertaken with the intention of producing a comprehensive statistical documen
tation.
A total of 36 Fuji Color Art proofs were produced: 12 from each of the three scanners,
including the Screen SG-608, Pixelcraft CIS 4520RS, and the Agfa Horizon. The proofs
made from the separations produced by the SG-608 were used as a best-of-kind reference
against which proofs from the other two scanners could be compared. During the judging
procedure, the SG-608 proofs were excluded from the comparisons and quality rankings.
The objectives of the judging were, first, to determine which of the four tonal range
renditions gave the best result, in terms of lower midtone to shadow detail, and secondly to
determine which group ofbracketed exposures within a
tonal range would show the greatest
exposure latitude between the 1/2 f/stop underexcposure and the 1/2 f/stop overexposure.
All told, 44 people were recruited to act as judges. Since the
differences between the
proofs were in some cases particularly subtle, the author decided to use photographers,
printers, graphic arts professionals, and aspiring students who
were accustomed to evaluat-
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ing photographic images, in accordance with established criteria for reproduction, rather
than people unfamiliar with the discipline. The justification for this decision was that the
technique of measured photography and its influence on the tonal ranges of separated
images is knowlegde that could only be implemented by working professionals at the appro
priate points in the reproduction process. The average consumer would have little, if any,
need for this information.
Although at the time it was not apparent, a pre-judging step was needed to check
the validity of the questions which were asked of the judges.The first Judging Data Sheet
included two questions expressed as follows:
Parti:
These proofs show four differences in tonal range rendition. Their respective
ranges are referenced to reflected spotmeter readings from the original scene,
which measured the distance in f/stops from the brightest highlightwith detail to
the darkest shadow with detail. Decide which of the four proofs has the best
tonal range rendition, second best, etcetera. Keep in mind that this includes reso
lution of highlight and shadow detail, as well as color fidelity in the highlights,
midtones, and shadows. Indicate your ranking by writing the numbers 1 through
4 in the appropriate boxes.
Part 2:
Within each set of proofs are a normal exposure, a 1/2 f/stop overexposure, and
a 1/2 f/stop underexposure. Decide which group of three contains the over and
underexposure which display the best tonal range rendition, second best,
etcetera. Again, don't forget that this includes resolution ofhighlight and shadow
detail, as well as color fidelity in the highlights, midtones, and shadows. Indicate
your ranking bywriting the numbers 1 through 4 in the appropriate boxes.
12 judges were recruited to evaluate two dozen proofs under 5000 Kelvin viewing con
ditions. The room used for most of the judging was A-01 12, located in the basement of the
Gannett Building next to the Harris M1000B web press in the Technical And
Education
Center. This room was choosen because it contained the largest viewing booth in the
School ofPrinting, a Graphiclite CVS Gti Color Viewing Station.The proofs were taped to
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photo-gray matte board in groups of three to facilitate handling. Each board included a nor
mal exposure, 1/2 f/stop overexposure, and 1/2 f/stop underexposure. Eight matte boards
were needed to display the four tonal ranges for the Agfa Horizon and the Pixelcaft CIS
4520RS. As mentioned before, the Screen SG-608 proofs were not shown.
The judging was organized so that each judge could look at four boards, containing
twelve proofs in the same viewing field. In this way, the proofs for the 3.5, 4.5, 5.5, and 6.5
f/stop ranges could be compared to each other with minimal difficulty. However, as the
results of the judging began to accrue, it was apparent that there was little, if any, consis
tency in the responses to the two questions. Part of the difficulty was that changes in the
highlight and shadow areas were sometimes contradictory and the judges were unclear as to
how the differences should be weighed. Adding to the confusion was the author's suggestion
that they favor the highlight rendition, when in fact, the shadow end of the tonal scale con
tained the more important differences. Clearly, the questions on the Judging Data Sheet
were in need of revision.
Since the region of the proofs displaying the most important differences was the mid-
tone-to-shadow region, the author decided to rewrite the questions so as to direct the judges
attention to this area, and de-emphasize differences in the highlights. The questions were
rewritten to read as follows:
Parti:
These proofs show four differences in tonal range rendition. Their respective
ranges are referenced to reflected spotmeter readings from the original scene,
which measured the distance in f/stopsfrom the brightest diffused highlight to
the darkest shadow with detail. Evaluate the normal exposure for each of the four
tonal ranges in terms of its rendition of lower-midtone-to-shadow tonality. You
may find it helpful to note the separation of tones
and whether color hues have
been maintained or degraded in the shadow regions. Decide which of the four
proofs has the best rendition, second best, etcetera. Indicate your ranking by
writing the numbers 1 through 4 in the
appropriate boxes.
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Part 2:
Within each set of proofs are a normal exposure, a 1/2 f/stop overexposure, and
a 1/2 f/stop underexposure. In order to evaluate exposure latitude, decide which
group of three contains the lower-midtone-to-shadow rendition most like that of
the normal exposure. Again, you may find it helpful to note the separation of
tones and whether hues have been maintained or degraded in the shadow
regions. Rank the four tonal ranges from best exposure latitude to worst by writ
ing numbers 1 through 4 in thecorresponding boxes.
The revised Judging data Sheet was used for the final round in which 32 people acted
as judges. Among them were the press crew for the Harris M1000B, printing and photogra
phy professors, students from Color Separation and Graphic Reproduction Theory classes,
and the authors students from a Prepress to Publication class.
Densitometric Measurement ofHalftone Proofs
Densitometric measurement of the Fuji Color Art proofs was undertaken in the hope that it
would corroborate the observations made by the author and the group of judges. A Cosar
AutoSmart Densitometer was utilized for the measurements because it provided a number
of advantages over traditional handheld or desktop models. Most importantly, it cut the
time needed to make the readings from eight to ten hours down to about an hour-and-a
-
half. This was the time required to make 16 readings on three sets of 12 proofs each. Other
considerations were that the steps on the gray scale which needed to be read were too small
to read with a standard three millimeter aperture found on many densitometers. The
Cosar
unit had a one millimeter aperture which was well-suited for reading the Kodak Q-17 gray
scale on the left border of the still life. Another indispensable feature was that the Cosar
could read precisely the same spot each time it took a reading
on a new proof, thus elimi
nating a major source of inconsistency.
This was especially helpful for maintaining consis
tent highlight and shadow readings within the still life image area, where repeatability
would otherwise be nearly impossible.
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The Cosar AutoSmart Densitometer is designed around the layout of a color viewing
station, with a steeply slanted working surface, on which proofs or press sheets can be laid
out and held in place with a vacuum system. On an automated cross arm, bearing likeness
to a sophisticated drafting table, the densitometer's pneumatically-driven analyzing head is
mounted. Given a series of three x,y coordinates, the densitometer stores these references in
order to map the intended measurement points to a computerized grid system. After the
locations of the 16 desired readings had been shown to the densitometer on a set-up proof,
it automatically read these points on the remaining proofs, as they were oriented on the
copy board one-by-one. The density values were then stored in a '386 computer for subse
quent output by a dot matrix printer.
Of the 16 readings on each proof, 12 were located on the Kodak Q-17 gray scale,
including the lightest and darkest four steps at each end, plus four alternating steps in the
center. In addition to a reading of the paper base density for reference, three points were
read in the image area, including the brightest highlight with detail on the onion, the dark
est shadow with detail on the bell pepper, and the darkest shadow in the image located in a
bunch ofparsley.
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CHAPTER 5: ANALYSIS OF RESULTS
Densitometric Measurements
The analysis of densitometric measurements observed the same grouping of proofs as that
used for the judging portion of the methodology. Normal exposures formed one group of
proofs to compare differences in tonal range rendition. Over- and underexposures comprised
a second group ofproofs to evaluate differences in exposure latitude.
The first group of proofs to be evaluated were the 3.5, 4.5, 5.5, and 6.5 f/stop normal
exposures. Beginning with a comparison ofhighlight densities, the values for most of the
Scanner
Used
3.5 f/stop Normal
SH HL RG
4.5 f/stop Normal
SH HL RG
5.5 f/stop Normal
SH HL RG
6.5 f/stop Normal
SH HL RG
SG-608
Agfa
4520RS
1.76
1.83
1.67
0.10
0.10
0.26
1.66
1.73
1.41
2.05
2.12
1.73
0.09
0.10
0.10
1.96
2.02
1.63
1.99
1.97
1.77
0.10
0.10
0.10
1.89
1.87
1.67
1.89
2.00
1.69
0.10
0.11
0.21
1.79
1.89
1.48
Table. 5-1: Densitometric measurements for normal exposure from each of four tonal ranges.
proofs were within a very close tolerance. With the exceptions of the 3.5 and 6.5 f/stop
proofs, the rest of the highlight densities were within 0.02 units of the 0.10 average value.
These readings showed that the effort to maintain consistent highlight values throughout
the project was substantiated.
Shadow density readings, taken from the darkest shadow with detail, showed a wider
variation, with the lowest values in the 3.5 f/stop range and the highest values in the 4.5
f/stop range for the SG-608 and the Agfa Horizon, and the 5-5 f/stop range for the CIS
4520RS. Lower values in the 3.5 f/stop proofs were expected since they had shorter tonal
ranges, however the maximum shadow values in the 4.5 f/stop proofs were a surprise, espe
cially for the SG-608.
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In comparison the tonal ranges displayed in the original transparencies (refer to Figure
4-2 on page 4-7), showed consistent increases in density with increasing tonal range: from a
low of 2.47 for 3.5 N to a high of3.42 for 6.5 N. The highest density reading for the dark
est shadow with detail on the 4.5 f/stop proofs for the SG-608 and the Agfa Horizon, and
the 5.5 f/stop proof on the CIS 4520RS, indicate that these were the points at which the
widest density range could be achieved. Further increases to the density range of the original
transparencies could only be represented with similar density, resulting in increased tone
compression of the original image.
Visual analysis of the proofs seems to contradict the conclusion drawn from the densit
ometric measurements. In the case of the SG-608, the darkest shadow with detail where the
density measurement was taken, is still discernable in the 5.5 and 6.5 f/stop ranges. There is
also a noticeable progression in the density of the shadow, just to the right of the darkest
shadowwith detail, in the proofs for the 4.5, 5.5, and 6.5 f/stop ranges.
Proofs produced with the CIS 4520RS show a progression similar to that of the SG-
608, when viewing the shadow just to the right of the darkest shadow with detail. The Agfa
Horizon displayed the least change in shadow detail in the proofs corresponding to the 4.5,
5.5, and 6.5 f/stop tonal ranges. In the 4.5 f/stop proof, the shadows cast by the bell peppers
are on the verge ofplugging-up, while the 5.5 and 6.5 f/stop ranges are severely blocked.
Visual analysis of the three proofs in each tonal range, normal, 1/2 over-, and 1/2
underexposed, showed that the 3.5 f/stop range had the best exposure latitude and the 6.5
f/stop range had the worst exposure latitude for each of the CCD scanners. Rankings by the
judges placed the four tonal ranges for the Agfa Horizon in the same sequence. However,
rankings for the Pixelcraft CIS 4520RS were: 3.5 f/stop range first, 6.5 f/stop range second,
5.5 f/stop range third, and 6.5 f/stop range fourth. Two factors contributed to the incorrect
ranking of the 6.5 f/stop range in place of the 4.5 f/stop range. The first cause was the 1/2
f/stop overexposure for the 4.5 f/stop range which appeared darker than the normal expo
sure (separations were remade to insure its correctness), thus confusing the judges. Secondly,
the limited dynamic range of the CIS 4520RS caused extreme degradation of
lower-mid-
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tone-to-shadow tonality in the 5.5 and 6.5 f/stop ranges, making differences in the proofs
very hard to distinguish. This caused the judges to mistake the small differences in rendition
associated with good exposure latitude, for the small differences resulting from extreme tone
compression.
In reference to Figure 5-2, the densitometric measurements do not provide an accurate
indication of exposure latitude. The smallest density differences, based on comparison of
tonal range, occurred in the 6.5 f/stop proofs for the Agfa Horizon and the CIS 4520RS.
Differences in the 5-5 f/stop proofs for these scanners are also small. However, visual evalua
tion of the proofs shows that the tonal range differences are small because the shadow
regions have plugged-up and can not accommodate further changes in density.
Scanner
Used
3.5 f/stop Range
+3.5 3.5N -3.5
4.5 r/stop Range
+4.5 4.5N -4.5
5.5 f/stop Range
+5.5 5.5N -5.5
6.5 f/stop Range
+6.5 6.5N -6.5
SG-608
Agfa
4520RS
1.52
1.56
1.41
1.66
1.73
1.41
1.75
1.89
1.53
1.69
1.87
1.62
1.96
2.02
1.63
2.02
1.99
1.47
1.71
1.92
1.53
1.89
1.87
1.67
1.97
2.01
1.47
1.60
1.82
1.46
1.79
1.89
1.48
1.92
1.90
1.47
Table. 5-2: Densitometric measurements comparing exposure latitude for four tonal ranges.
It was expected that the lower tonal range proofs would show the slightest differences
in over- and underexposure, in keeping with increasing exposure latitude. Visual evaluation
supports this expectation. In looking at the 3.5 f/stop proofs, particularly, there is good ren
dition of highlight and shadow detail for all exposures. The differences between the 3.5
f/stop over- and underexposure are clearly distinguishable, but nevertheless slight. With the
4.5 f/stop proofs, larger differences in over- versus underexposure are apparent because the
CCDs had sufficient dynamic range to represent the changes in density. In the 5-5 and 6.5
f/stop proofs, the shadow rendition was very degraded because of limited dynamic range.
Of greater surprise than these density anomalies for the CCD scanners, was that the
Screen SG-608 displayed similar characteristics. In reference to Figure 5-1 on page 5-1, the
maximum density range produced by the SG-608 was 1.96 for the 4.5 f/stop normal proof.
When another f/stop of lighting contrast was added to the proof to increase the tonal range
to 5.5 f/stops, the overall density range dropped to 1.89. Likewise with the next increase to
6.5 f/stops, the density range in the proofdropped again to 1.79.
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Also of interest is the disparity between the above-mentioned density values and visual
evaluation of the proofs. A look at the 3.5, 4.5, 5.5, and 6.5 f/stop normal proofs for the
SG-608 show that, although the density range peaks at the 4.5 f/stop proof, the rendition of
lower-midtone-to-shadow tonality in the 5.5 and 6.5 f/stop proofs is still very good in com
parison with proofs from the same ranges produced with CCD scanners. Perhaps the taper
ing off of density range after 4.5 f/stops indicates that PMTs also have a maximum density
point, but that in visual terms, it is more benign than the reaction ofCCDs.
3.5 to 4.5 Tonal Range 4.5 to 5.5 Tonal Range 5.5 to 6.5 Tonal Range
Scanner
Used
+3.5
to
+4.5
3.5N
to
4.5N
-3.5
to
-4.5
+4.5
to
+5.5
4.5N
to
5.5N
-4.5
to
-5.5
+5.5
to
+6.5
5.5N
to
6.5N
-5.5
to
-6.5
SG-608
Agfa
4520RS
+0.17
+0.31
+0.21
+0.30
+0.29
+0.22
+0.27
+0.10
+0.06
+0.02
+0.05
-0.09
-0.07
-0.15
+0.04
-0.05
+0.02
0.00
-0.11
-0.10
-0.07
-0.10
+0.02
-0.19
-0.05
-0.11
0.00
Transmission +0.28 +0.48 +0.28 +0.61 +0.38 +0.30 +0.11 +0.09 +0.12
Density ( Note: these values are for Transmission Density in original transparencies, refer to Figure 4-2, p.4-7 for complete info.)
Table. 5-3: Comparison of density range differences between four tonal ranges in proofs.
Another way of comparing the differences in the proofs representing the four density
ranges is to measure the difference between one density range and the next. As metered in
the original still life scene, the difference between ranges was one f/stop or 0.30 units ofden
sity (refer to p. 1-2 for background information). In Figure 5-3, the density differences
between normal, over-, and underexposed ranges have been calculated for each of the four
tonal ranges. In instances where the difference measures close to 0.30, the CCD or PMT has
responded to the change in lighting contrast with an equivalent change in density.
For example: the 3.5 f/stop normal range for the Screen SG-608 has a density range of
1.66. When lighting contrast is increased one f/stop to give a 4.5 f/stop range, the density
range in the proof increases to 1.96 (refer to the numerical values in Figure 5-2). The change
in density from 1.66 to 1.96 is a difference of +0.30. So, one f/stop change in lighting con
trast in the original still life has resulted in an equivalent change in density of0.30.
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Regarding the density range differences for the 3.5 to 4.5 f/stop tonal range (refer to
Figure 5-3), the proofs from separations, made from the normally-exposed transparency, are
all close to the 0.30 = 1 f/stop reference. The proofs from separations of over- and underex
posed originals show more deviation from 0.30, but still generally follow this pattern.
When another f/stop of lighting contrast was added to increase the 4.5 f/stop range to
5.5 f/stops, the corresponding changes in density varied from a high of +0.05 for the +4.5
proof to a low of -0.15 for the 4.5N proof. This pattern of small density increases combined
with larger density decreases was also observed in the 5.5 to 6.5 f/stop differences. The sig
nificance of these statistics is that they corroborate the visual observation made for the three
scanners that the limit of a full response to changes in tonal range, whether CCDs or PMTs
is 4.5 f/stops. Beyond this point increasing tone compression occurs because of insufficient
dynamic range.
Owing to a change in scanning technique, the tonal range differences in over-and
underexposures for the SG-608 can not be compared to those proofs made from the Agfa
Horizon or the CIS 4520RS. The reason for this problem is that the over- and underexpo
sures on the SG-608 were gang-scanned with the normal exposure. Since the corresponding
highlight, midtone, and shadow placement were all performed on the 3.5 f/stop normal-
exposure transparency, the scanner's exposure setting (light-on-film value) was referenced to
the normal exposure too. So the scan and the resulting proofs, for the
over- and underex
posed transparencies, were not compensated for exposure differences.
As explained in the Methodology on page 4-26, neither the Agfa Horizon nor the CIS
4520RS permitted manual exposure adjustment, unless highlight and shadow points were
foregone. Since accurate highlight and shadow placement was a crucial aspect of tonal range
comparison, the decision was made to optimize
over- and underexposures for both of the
CCD scanners.
A second consideration in the lower-midtone-to-shadow rendition
was how well the
original hues found in the transparencies were reproduced via the color
separations to the
halftone proofs. This aspect of tone reproduction was most easily assessed by a comparison
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of the proofs with the original 4X5 transparencies from which they were reproduced. One
of the most difficult areas in which to retain color purity in the vegetable still life was the
purple hue of the Italian eggplant.
It was anticipated that the purple hues of the eggplant would be rendered best by the
Agfa Horizon in the 3.5 f/stop range. Although the Horizon was unable to preserve the cool
cyan component of the purplish hue, it was consistent in the hue that it did render, which
tended toward reddish-brown. As the tonal range increased from 4.5 to 6.5 f/stops, this hue
remained constant. However, with each f/stop increase in tonal range, the blocked up
shadow areas grew larger until at 6.5 f/stops there was only a slight indication of the egg
plant's hue around the remaining specular highlights. In terms ofacceptability for reproduc
tion, none of the Agfa Horizon's normally exposed separations, including the 3.5 f/stop
range, would have passed muster.
A more severe test of hue rendition in the lower-midtone-to-shadow region was pre
sented by the Norwegian bell peppers, on one of which was metered the darkest shadow
with detail. The hue of the bell peppers was a dark brownish-purple, but the Agfa Horizon
proofs showed nothing beyond black with a few diffused highlights.
The rendition of the Italian eggplant, presented by the CIS 4520RS proofs, was seri
ously degraded in even the lowest 3.5 f/stop tonal range. In addition to the cyan aspect of
the purple hue which was not rendered, the primary magenta element was missing as well.
Instead the eggplants displayed a muted reddish-brown coloration which progressed from
bad to worse with increases in tonal range. In the 6.5 f/stop proof there is a faint brownish
hue surrounding the specular highlights which quickly tapers off to a blocked up solid
black
where the edge between eggplant and shadow is indistinguishable. Again, none of the proofs
from the CIS 4520RS were representative of separations suitable for reproduction.
In the brownish-purple Norwegian bell peppers, rendered in the CIS 4520RS
proofs.there is no trace of a hue beyond black in the 3.5 f/stop rendition. Because lower-
midtone-to-shadow contrast is slightly less than in the Agfa Horizon proofs.the diffused
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highlights are more well-defined, but the coloration of the bell peppers remains black with
no hue in all tonal ranges through 6.5 f/stops.
In comparison with the two CCD scanners, the Screen SG-608 with its PMT-based
technology, did an excellent job of capturing the hues found in the lower-midtone-to-
shadow regions. The purple hue of the Italian eggplant with its magenta and cyan compo
nents was rendered accurately. Nuances in the darkest hues were visible in the 3.5 f/stop
proof, but with another f/stop in tonal range, the 4.5 f/stop proof lost its subtleties to
increasing shadow contrast. While the 3.5 f/stop separations from the SG-608 would have
no trouble providing a high quality reproduction, the addition of another f/stop would pre
vent the 4.5 f/stop separations from reproducing without difficulty. As with the CCD scan
ners, the 5.5 and 6.5 f/stop separations produced on the SG-608 have too many blocked-up
shadows to consider for good reproduction.
The final test for the SG-608 was the rendition of the Norwegian bell peppers. At the
lowest tonal range of 3.5 f/stops, the faint hue of brownish-purple is distinguishable in the
proof, and would probably reproduce on a press sheet. The higher tonal ranges, from 4.5
f/stops on, gain too much shadow contrast to capture these subdeties.
Although at the outset, color rendition was not a primary criteria for evaluation in this
project, it became increasingly important as the work progressed. A cursory look at the
proofs shows there are wide variations in gray balance. Why wasn't the author able to correct
these in the separations? The attainment of gray balance in 36 proofs produced from four
tonal ranges on three different scanners was a far more complicated undertaking than the
author had anticipated.
In the making of a color photographic print, achieving gray balance is one of two pri
mary tasks, the other being correct exposure. Various combinations of cyan, magenta, and
yellow filtration are dialed into the color head of the enlarger and a test strip is exposed and
run through the processor. Further adjustments to gray balance are determined by viewing
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the developed test strip through color correction filters under 5000 Kelvin lighting. One
cycle ofadjustments requires 20 minutes to half-an-hour to complete.
When working with halftone proofs made from color separations, the process expands
in complexity, especially with desktop equipment. First the transparency is scanned and sep
arated as a Photoshop RGB file. This the file is imported to Color Access for color correc
tion, detail enhancement, and conversion from RGB to CMYK. Next the separated CMYK
file is imported to a QuarkXPress document with a 20% gray surround. From the desktop
the completed document is sent to the imagesetter, via the raster image processor. Once the
separation file has been exposed in the imagesetter, it is transferred to a film processor to be
developed. The finished separations are then cut to size and taken to the proofing lab for
conversion to halftone proofs. All told, this sequence of procedures can take anywhere from
one-and-a-half to four hours, depending on how many other students/classes are using the
facilities. After spending this amount of time to produce a proof, the comparison with its
predecessor under 5000 Kelvin lighting might show that the yellow cast had been reduced
by another five points and the cyan in green was still a few points lacking. With separations
generated from three different scanners and related equipment with various intermediate
steps, the liklihood ofachieving a close gray balance across 36 different proofs was remote.
Evaluation of the Judging Results
At the onset of the judging it was uncertain how much direction the judges would need to
complete the Judging Data Sheets. The author had specified on the sign-up sheets that
prospective judges should understand the basics of tone reproduction theory to the extent
that theywere familiar with highlight, midtone, and shadow relationships.
To minimize the preconceptions that judges might have had about measured photogra
phy or the desirability of a four-stop range, the questions asked on the Judging Data Sheet
made no reference to either point. To farther minimize the chance of influence from any
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unintended order, the matte boards containing the four tonal ranges were lettered out of
sequence. For the Agfa Horizon,
"A"
referred to the 5.5 f/stop range, "B" referred to the 6.5
f/stop range, "C" referred to the 3.5 f/stop range, and "D" referred to the 4.5 f/stop range.
The sequence was shuffled again for the CIS 4520RS: "A" referred to the 6.5 f/stop range,
"B"
referred to the 3.5 f/stop range, "C" referred to the 5.5 f/stop range, and "D" referred to
the 4.5 f/stop range. Additionally, care was taken not to present the proofs to the judges in
any particular sequence. As a farther precaution, the original transparencies on a nearby light
table were unmarked and out of sequence.
In Part 1 of the judging, participants were asked to "Evaluate the normal exposure from each
of the four tonal ranges in terms of its rendition of lower-midtone-to-shadow tonality. You
may find it helpful to note the separation of tones and whether color hues have been main
tained or degraded in the shadow areas. Decide which of the four proofs has the best rendi
tion, second best, etcetera. Indicate your ranking by writing the numbers 1 through 4 in the
appropriate
boxes."
The responses to this question are tabulated in Figure 5-4. For the proofs produced
with the Agfa Horizon and associated equipment, 75% of the judges ranked the 3.5 f/stop
normal exposure first, 69% ranked the 4.5 f/stop normal exposure second, 59% ranked the
5.5 f/stop normal exposure third, and 56% ranked the 6.5 f/stop normal exposure fourth.
Agfa Horizon-First Group Pixelcraft CIS 4520RS-second Group
LD.
F/stop
A
5.5
B
6.5
C
3.5
D
4.5
A
6.5
B
3.5
C
5.5
D
4.5
1
2
3
4
3%
9%
59%
28%
6%
12%
25%
56%
75%
9%
3%
12%
16%
69%
12%
3%
22%
25%
53%
63%
12%
12%
12%
12%
9%
56%
22%
25%
56%
6%
12%
Table. 5-4: Tallied results from the Judging Data Sheets, Part 1.
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These responses show a direct correlation between decreasing tonal range and improved
rendition of lower-midtone-to-shadow tonality, with the 3.5 f/stop normal proof showing
the best rendition and the 6.5 f/stop normal proof showing the worst. The proofs for the
CIS 4520RS received an identical ranking from the judges. 63% ranked the 3.5f/stop nor
mal proof first, 56% ranked the 4.5 f/stop normal proof second, 56% ranked the 5.5 f/stop
normal proof third, and 53% ranked the 6.5 f/stop normal exposure fourth.
The higher percentages for the Agfa Horizon, particularly at the 3.5 and 4.5 f/stop
ranges, indicate that the differences in tonal range rendition were slightly easier to pick out
in the corresponding proofs. In comparison, the CIS 4520RS percentages were somewhat
lower at the 3.5 and 4.5 f/stop ranges, because the differences in tonal rendtion tended to be
less accentuated and not as readily noticed.
Another characteristic of the proofs which these percentages emphasized, was that the
largest visual differences were between the 3.5 and 4.5 f/stop ranges and the smallest visual
differences were between the 5.5 and 6.5 f/stop tonal ranges. These results provide further
evidence that as tonal range increases, the ability ofCCD scanners to distinguish differences,
especially in the lower-midtone-to-shadow regions, becomes more and more impaired
because of limitations in dynamic range and resulting increases in tone compression.
In Part 2 of the judging the question was asked, "Within each set of three proofs are a
normal exposure, a 1/2 f/stop overexposure, and a 1/2 f/stop underexposure. In order to
evaluate exposure latitude, decide which group of three contains the over- and underexpo
sure with a lower-midtone-to-shadow rendition most like that of the normal exposure.
Again, you may find it helpful to note the separation of tones and whether colors have been
maintained or degraded in the shadow regions. Rank the four tonal ranges from best expo
sure latitude to worst, bywriting the numbers 1 through 4 in the corresponding
boxes."
Responses to this second question show a lower correlation between tonal range rendi
tion and exposure latitude. Although the ranking sequence in Part 1 also held true for Part 2
with the Agfa horizon, the percentages are not as convincing. There are several possible
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explanations for these results. The most likely is that the question posed is more difficult to
answer, because it depends on an assessment of 12 proofs, rather than four, as in Part 1.
Adding to this increase in difficulty were more subde differences between the various tonal
AgfaHorizon - First Group Pixelcraft CIS 4520RS - second Group
I.D.
F/stop
A
5.5
B
6.5
C
3.5
D
4.5
A
6.5
B
3.5
C
5.5
D
4.5
1
2
3
4
10%
23%
39%
29%
13%
19%
29%
39%
65%
13%
10%
13%
13%
45%
23%
19%
10%
35%
26%
29%
42%
23%
13%
23%
13%
16%
45%
26%
35%
26%
16%
23%
Table. 5-5: Tallied results from the Judging Data Sheets, Part 2.
ranges. As before, the differences in the 3.5 f/stop range were easiest to observe because the
lower-midtone-to-shadow rendition was the best of the four. But with another f/stop added
to the tonal range, the differences in the 4.5 f/stop range were harder to decipher and grew
harder yet with the increasing tone compression in the 5.5 and 6.5 f/stop tonal ranges. To
observe differences between the 5.5 and 6.5 f/stop range, it was necessary to look closely at
the shadows cast by the cucumbers and Italian eggplant. In the 6.5 f/stop proof, the shadow
detail in these areas was completely obscured, making it hard to tell shadow from vegetable.
The judges had the greatest difficulty evaluating exposure latitude in the proofs made
with the Pixelcraft CIS 4520RS. Although 42% picked the 3.5 f/stop range as having the
best exposure latitude, the visual differences between this range and the three others were of
smaller magnitude than that between the corresponding ranges in the Agfa Horizon proofs.
This is substaniated by the 65% figure for the 3.5 f/stop Agfa Horizon range versus 42% for
the CIS 4520RS.
In the 4.5 f/stop range for the CIS 4520RS, the differences became too minute for
most judges to evaluate. Instead of ranking the 4.5 f/stop range second in exposure latitude,
the 6.5 f/stop range was picked as second best: by a vote of 26% to 35%. In densitometric
terms, this shift in judging had some validity since the difference in density range between
the +6.5 and -6.5 f/stop proofs was only 0.01, as opposed to 0.15 in the 4.5f/stop range.
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For the 5.5 f/stop range with the CIS 4520RS, 45% of the judges ranked it third, as it
would appear in it's expected sequence. Only 29% of the judges ranked the 6.5 f/stop range
in fourth place. Even though this was the highest percentage for the fourth place rank, 35%
of the judges also picked the 6.5 f/stop range as their top choice for second place.
Once the judging data sheets had been tallied and a ranking was determined for each
of the groups of proofs, the author was left with the impression that most of the judges had
been very conscientious and thorough in their evaluations. Many of the smallest differences
between proofs, which could easily have been overlooked, were nevertheless detected and
accounted for in the final results.
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CHAPTER 6: CONCLUSIONSAND RECOMMENDATIONS
The first hypothesis for this project was that the lower the tonal range of the original trans
parency, the more readily lower-midtone-to-shadow detail could be retained in the separa
tions produced by a CCD scanner and related euipment. This statement was proven to be
correct in three ways: visual evaluation of the halftone proofs by the author, densitometric
measurement, and comparison by 32 independent judges.
Visual analysis of the proofs from each scanner confirmed that the 3.5 f/stop tonal
range had the best renditon of highlight and shadow detail, as well as lower-midtone-to-
shadow tonality for both the Agfa Horizon and the Pixelcraft CIS 4520RS. From visual
inspection, the author also concluded that as the tonal range was increased in one f/stop
increments to 4.5, 5.5, and 6.5 f/stops, the rendition of lower-midtone-to-shadow tonality
was increasingly obscured by plugging and filling. Concurrent with loss of detail and tonal
separation in the shadow areas was a deterioration of hues as the colors became increasingly
desaturated with additional tonal range.
Densitometric measurement validated the first hypothesis by demonstrating that
increases in the tonal range of the original transparency only yield corresponding increases
in density range on the separations up to approximately 4.5 f/stops. Beyond this point,
increases in tonal range in the original transparency will result in litde or no change in the
density range of the separations. However, exaggerated tone compression will continue to
create density in the shadow areas, causing pronounced deterioration of
midtone-to-
shadow-tonality.
By comparing the change in density when adding an f/stop of lighting contrast to an
existing tonal range, such as the transition
from 3.5 f/stops to 4.5 f/stops, the author found
that a density difference close to 0.30 (equivalent to one f/stop) indicated a complete con
version of lighting contrast in the original scene to density in the separations. However,
when another f/stop of lighting contrast was added to a 4.5 f/stop tonal range, it resulted in
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significantly smaller density differences, on the order of +0.05 to -0.15, which demonstrated
that the dynamic range of the CCDs or PMTs had been exceeded.
It is important to realize that an optimal result from a CCD or PMT scanner can only
be obtained if the tonal range is under 4.5 f/stops. If the 4.5 f/stop tonal range is exceeded,
the response between CCDs and PMTs is dramatically different. In spite of similar density
readings, the visual result of excessive tonal range for an image scanned on a PMT scanner is
a gradual increase in lower-midtone-to-shadow contrast as the distance above 4.5 f/stops
increases. In comparison, the CCD scanners respond to originals having more than 4.5
f/stops of tonal range with an abrupt deterioration of lower-midtone-to-shadow tonality.
A ranking of proofs from the four tonal ranges in terms of best-to-worst lower-mid
tone-to-shadow rendition by 32 independent judges also confirmed the validity of the first
hypothesis. After evaluating the proofs made from normally-exposed originals in each of the
four tonal ranges, the judges ranked the 3.5 f/stop range first, the 4.5 f/stop range second,
the 5.5 f/stop range third, and the 6.5 f/stop range fourth. Two sets of proofs, one for the
Agfa Horizon the other for the Pixelcraft CIS 4520RS, were ranked in this order, adding
further credibility to the judging results.
The second hypothesis concerned differences in exposure latitude, as observed in each
of the four tonal ranges. It stated that exposure latitude would decrease with increasing tonal
range. The author expected that the 3.5 f/stop range would show the best latitude and the
6.5 f/stop range would show the worst. This assessment was based on a comparison of the
1/2 f/stop over- and underexposed transparencies and how well their scans would separate
and reproduce in relation to those of the normal exposure. The second hypothesis was veri
fied by visual evaluation and rankings of the judges. Densitometric measurements were also
applied to this hypothesis, but they tended to contradict rather than sustantiate it.
Visual analysis of the three proofs in each tonal range, on the basis of exposure latitude,
showed rankings identical to those for the first hypothesis. When the proofs were placed
before the judges, the rankings were, again, the same with the Agfa Horizon. However, as
explained in Chapter 5, the rankings for the Pixelcraft CIS 4520RS showed the 6.5 f/stop
range ranked second and fourth due to the influence of tone compression.
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Densitometric measurements did not support the second hypothesis because the den
sitometer could not distinguish between a tonal range of given density with good exposure
latitude and the same density in a range with plugged up shadows resulting from tone com
pression. By way of example, the density range for the 4.5 f/stop tonal range was close to
that of the 5.5 and 6.5 f/stop tonal ranges, but visually, there were considerable differences.
Only the 4.5 f/stop proofapproached reproduction quality.
The importance of linking the 3.5 f/stop tonal range with good exposure latitude is
that having separations with both characteristics is a further assurance ofhigh quality repro
duction. With good exposure latitude, the exposure of the original transparency could be off
by 1/2 f/stop and still reproduce well because of its lower tonal range. Conversely, if a long
tonal range original transparency is incorrectly exposed by 1/2 f/stop, the resulting separa
tions will assuredly be ofpoor reproduction quality, even with a high-end PMT scanner.
In practical terms, the implementation of measured photography as a precursor to the
separation and scanning of image files during electronic prepress production is not easily
accomplished, unless the various departments are in-house and /or open communication is
encouraged between the graphic arts professionals involved. In situations where existing
photography is to be used, the transparencies can be read with a densitometer to determine
their ranges and subsequent suitability for reproduction. With practice, a photo editor
wielding a good loupe, can pick-out images with suitable tonal ranges by eye sight alone,
but high-key and low-key images may still be problematic.
For many publishers and printers, the decision to incorporate new techniques,
such as
measured photography, are directly determined by their effect on the bottom line. From this
perspective, the idea of monitoring tonal ranges has litde appeal because it requires more
time. However, when weighed against the corrective techniques frequently employed to sal
vage images ofmediocre quality, the cost-savings are significant. The greater exposure lati
tude, characteristic of original transparencies with tonal ranges
shorter than 4.5 f/stops,
reduces the need for photographers to bracket exposures. In the scanning stage, a
short-
tonal-range original makes it easier to produce high quality color separations on the first try,
effectively minimizing the need for rescanning. As these
examples attest, the technique of
measured photography applied to color separation scanning not only
improves quality and
consistency, but makes economic sense too.
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Recommendations for further study
In any project of this magnitude, the researcher is hard-pressed to make all the correct deci
sions bearing on experimental procedure at the outset. As weeks and months go by, it is
inevitable that the researcher will find himself saying, "What would have happened if I had
done it this way"? This thesis project was no exception. The first change the author would
suggest in setting-up a similar study is to approach the methodology as if color reproduction
is a central concern. In shooting the measured transparencies, a gold fill card was used to
reduce contrast in the 3.5 f/stop range. In retrospect, it should have been tossed before set
ting up the still life in the studio. A few dollars spent for another silver card, like the others
already in use, would have saved many hours of frustration attempting to adjust the gray
balance of the 3.5 f/stop range to match that of the other ranges.
Secondly, the Kodak Q-17 gray scale lost much of its usefulness by being positioned at
the left edge of the frame on an incident angle between the light source and the camera lens.
Had it been repositioned, running through the still life from side-to-side, the glare would
have been eliminated and the dark steps of the scale would end in a deep, rich black.
Finally, the analysis of color hues in the lower-midtone-to-shadow region could have been
much more comprehensive, if a wider assortment of hues had been used in the still life. The
author's upbringing as a studio still life photographer prevented him from attempting
this
adjustment due to aesthetic concerns.
The mathematical relationship between CCD performance and tonal range density
differences was not one the author anticipated at the outset of this project. There are a num
ber of variables that need to be more carefully researched before the findings could have
practical application. These include gamma curve compensation for transitions from one
medium to another, better calibration of the halftone proofing process to minimize varia
tions in density, and analysis ofdensity range characteristics in the separation negatives.
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Another recommendation for further research is to apply the methodology used in this
project to study CCD performance in digital cameras. With the rapid pace of development
in CCD technology, there is currently intense interest in new methods of increasing
dynamic range and pixel resolution. Work on problems common to color scanners and digi
tal cameras would be an area likely to attract corporate sponsership.
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SCREEN SG-608 HALFTONE PROOFS
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APPENDIX B
AGFA HORIZON HALFTONE PROOFS
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APPENDIX C
PIXELCRAFT CIS 4520RS HALFTONE PROOFS
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APPENDIX D: LISTING OF EQUIPMENT
ZoneVI 4x5 Field Camera
Rodenstock 210mm f/5.6 Sironar Lens
Minolta Spotmeter III
Minolta Flashmeter III
Polaroid 545 Back
Polaroid Type 55 Film
Fuji Velvia RVP 4X5 Transparency Film
Broncolor Flashman II Flash Generators (2)
Broncolor Lampheads with "Salad bowl" reflectors
Dainippon Screen SG-608 Scanner
Pixelcraft CIS 4520RS Scanner
Agfa Horizon Scanner
Fuji ColorArt Proofing System
Teaneck Exposure Frame
DuPont 28C Film Processor
AppleMacintosh II, 700, & 950
Apple 21" RGB Monitorwith 24-bit color
Apple Extended Keyboard
Total Peripherals 44MB Syquest Drive
Photoshop 2.0.1
Agfa Fotolook 1 .0
Color Access 1.3.3
QuarkXPress 3.1 & 3.2
Agfa 5000PS Star Plus Raster Image Processor
Agfa SelectSet 5000 Imagesetter
Agfa Rapiline 26 Film Processor
EFI Fiery Raster Image Processor
Canon CLC 500 Color Copier
CosarAutoSmart Densitometer
Graphiclite CVS Gti ColorViewing Station
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APPENDIX E: LISTING OF SOFTWARE
Adobe Photoshop v. 2.0.1
Adobe Photoshop was used in conjunction with the Agfa Horizon scanner and its software
plug-in Fotolook 1.0. Ifa plug-in had been available for Color Access 1.3.3, it would have
been used to the exclusion ofPhotoshop. Note that no corrections or adjustments were made
to the RGB Photoshop files prior to being imported to Color Access.
ColorAccess v. 1.3.3
Color Access was the separation software program used to remove color cast, make gamma
curve adjustments, add detail enhancement (unsharp masking), and convert from RGB scan
ned files to CMYK separation files for the Pixelcraft CIS 4520RS and the Agfa Horizon.
Fotolook v. 1.0
Fotolook 1.0 was used with the Agfa Horizon scanner by necessity. It provided the scan
menu from which RGB scaling parameters were set for the 12 test transparencies.
QuarkXPress v. 3.1 & 3.2
The entire body of the thesis document including text, charts, and tables was produced using
QuarkXPress. Although work began with version 3.1, when version 3.2 was introduced, it
was a simple matter to convert the document from one to the other.
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APPENDIX F: JUDGING DATASHEETS
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JUDGING DATA SHEET
Name: Phone #
Part 1:
These proofs show four differences in tonal range rendition. Their respective ranges are
referenced to reflected spotmeter readings from the original scene which measured the dis
tance in f/stops from the brightest highlightwith detail to the darkest shadowwith detail.
Decide which of the four proofs has the best tonal range rendition, second best, etcetera.
Keep in mind that this includes resolution ofhighlight and shadow detail, as well as color
fidelity in the highlights, midtones, and shadows. Indicate your ranking bywriting the
numbers 1through 4 in the appropriate boxes.
1st Group: 2nd Group:
? Proof A ? Proof A
? Proof B D Proof B
? Proof C ? Proof C
? Proof D ? Proof D
Part 2:
Within each set of three proofs are a normal exposure, a 1/2 f/stop overexposure, and a
1/2 f/stop underexposure. Decide which group of three contains the over and underexpo
sure which display the best tonal range rendition.second best, etcetera. Again, don't forget
that this includes resolution ofhighlight and shadow detail, as well as color fidelity in the
highlights, midtones, and shadows. Indicate your ranking bywriting the numbers 1
through 4 in the appropriate boxes.
1st Group: 2nd Group:
? ProofSetA ? ProofSetA
? ProofSet B ? ProofSet B
? ProofSet C ? ProofSet C
D ProofSet D ? ProofSet D
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JUDGING DATA SHEET
Name: Phone #
Part 1:
These proofs show four differences in tonal range rendition. Their respective ranges are
referenced to reflected spotmeter readings from the original scene which measured the dis
tance in f/stops from the brightest highlightwith detail to the darkest shadowwith detail.
Decide which of the four proofs has the best tonal range rendition, second best, etcetera.
Keep in mind that this includes resolution ofhighlight and shadow detail, as well as color
fidelity in the highlights, midtones, and shadows. Indicate your ranking bywriting the
numbers 1 through 4 in the appropriate boxes.
1st Group: 2nd Group:
? Proof A D Proof A
? Proof B ? Proof B
? Proof C ? Proof C
? Proof D ? Proof D
Part 2:
Within each set of three proofs are a normal exposure, a 1/2 f/stop overexposure, and a
1/2 f/stop underexposure. Decide which group of three contains the over and underexpo
surewhich display the best tonal range rendition.second best, etcetera. Again, don't forget
that this includes resolution ofhighlight and shadow detail, as well as color fidelity in the
highlights, midtones, and shadows. Indicate your ranking bywriting the numbers 1
through 4 in the appropriate boxes.
1st Group: 2nd Group:
? ProofSet A ? ProofSetA
? ProofSet B ? ProofSet B
? ProofSet C ? ProofSet C
D ProofSet D ? ProofSet D
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JUDGING DATA SHEET
NamE: Phone #
Part 1:
These proofs show four differences in tonal range rendition. Their respective ranges are
referenced to reflected spotmeter readings from the original scene which measured the dis
tance in f/stops from the brightest diffused highlight to the darkest shadowwith detail.
Evaluate the normal exposure from each of the four tonal ranges in terms of its rendition
of lower-midtone-to-shadow tonality. You may find it helpful to note the separation of
tones andwhether color hues have been maintained or degraded in the shadow areas.
Decide which of the four proofs has the best rendition, second best, etcetera. Indicate your
ranking bywriting the numbers 1 through 4 in the appropriate boxes.
1st Group: 2nd Group:
? Proof A ? Proof A
? Proof B ? Proof B
? Proof C ? Proof C
? Proof D ? Proof D
Part 2:
Within each set of three proofs are a normal exposure, a 1/2 f/stop overexposure, and a 1/2
f/stop underexposure. In order to evaluate exposure latitude, decide which group of three
contains the over and underexposurewith a lower-midtone-to-shadow rendition most like
that of the normal exposure. Again, you may find it helpful to note the separation of tones
andwhether color hues have been maintained or degraded in the shadow areas. Rank the
four tonal ranges from best exposure latitude to worst bywriting the numbers 1 through 4
in the corresponding boxes.
1st Group: 2nd Group:
D ProofSetA ? ProofSetA
? ProofSet B D ProofSet B
? ProofSet C ? ProofSet C
? ProofSet D ? ProofSet D
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Thanks to the following peoplewho acted as judges:
Preliminary Judging
Professor Douglas Ford Rea
Sandor Hoppenwasser
Susan Hicks
Cathy Stotts
Scott Sharp
Frank Romano
Michelle DeYoung
Joaquin LLano
FadiAhou-Chahine
Jenny Sanders
Mike Mell
Final Judging
Frank Oplanic
Tony Strouse
Tana Hamilton
Mark Martinez
Hillary Evans
Magda Knaflewske
Ruben Soto
Professor Jere Rentzel
Jim Monteleone
Bill Garno
Maureen Kouwe
Joseph Hinds
Trent Siegel
Derek Torrey
Carl Crossgrove
Eric Henze
Lance Cheung
Angela Stafford
JohnWhite
Bryan Mounts
Jamisen Gingerelli
Troy Reed
Jim DeMarco
Professor Herb Johnson
Dan Clark
John Martese
Gil Beverly
Craig Roberton
Mary Papise
Jennifer Zausmer
Jeffrey Trance
David Romano
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